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It is a fearful thing to love
what death can touch.

A fearful thing to love,
hope, to dream: to be –
to be, and oh! to lose.

A thing for fools this, and
a holy thing,
a holy thing to love.

For
your life has lived in me,
your laugh once lifted me,
your word was gift to me.

To remember this brings painful joy.
‘Tis a human thing, love,
a holy thing,
to love
what death has touched.

— Chaim Stern

At Yizkor, our sacred hour of remembrance, we recall our loved ones who are no longer sitting beside us. We yearn to hear their voices once more, to complete an unfinished conversation, to share another meal or milestone. Even in our pain, we know that deep sadness is a reflection of deep love. Even in our pain, we know we were blessed – to have had a love so big for as long, or as unfairly short – as we did.

Our tradition very intentionally offers fixed times for communal remembrance. Each of us may call someone different to mind, but we are united in memory.

May the memories of our cherished family, friends and fellow congregants inspire us to “endow our fleeting days with abiding worth” and to make our life a blessing to those who will come after us.

It is a fearful thing to love what death can touch.
But a Holy thing, to love.
And to Remember.

— Rabbi Angela Warnick Buchdahl
To the Departed

The departed whom we now remember have entered into the peace of life eternal. They still live on earth in the acts of goodness they performed and in the hearts and lives of those who cherish their memory. May the beauty of their lives abide among us as an everlasting blessing. May the Source of Peace send peace to all who mourn and comfort all the bereaved among us.

May God console you among the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.
Abraham Abramowitz, Jerome Engelman, Mildred Engelman, Joyce Lazoff, Milton Lazoff, Ethel Abramowitz, Hushang Missaghieh remembered by Marjorie and Martin Abrams

Gerald and Mary Light, Lynn and Martin Abrams, our beloved parents and grandparents, and our brother and uncle, Seth Abrams. remembered by Danal, Wendy, and Madeline Abrams

Jack and Ruth Abramsky, Terence and Frances Malanaphy, Rev. Samuel Salomon, Charlotte Salomon, Feiga Salomon, Meyer Abramsky, Rose Abramsky, Salvatore and Clara Zaffino, Hugh and Nellie Malanaphy, Devora Salomon, Rifka Salomon, Yehuda Salomon, Joseph Abramsky, Hugh Malanaphy, Jr., Michael Malanaphy, Rose and Alfred Chianese remembered by Kathy Malanaphy Abramsky, Philip Abramsky, and Family

Jonathan Parker Abramson, beloved son; Muriel Abramson Shapiro, beloved mother; Manville H. Abramson, beloved father; Gertrude Parker, beloved mother; Abel Parker, beloved father; Elizabeth Davis, beloved remembered by Patricia and Alan Barrett Abramson

Florence and Harry Ackerman, Eva and Benjamin Bindler, Norman Bindler remembered by Caryl and Herbert Ackerman

In loving memory of James Ackley, Fannie Unrode, Samuel Unrode, Mindy Unrode Haber remembered by Diane Ackley

Alan M. Ades, Bertha Fink, Elsie Brauer Ades, Emanuel Taub, Edna Taub remembered by Joan Taub Ades

Leonard Kamsky, Getta Sebastian remembered by Katherine and Paul S. Adler

Samuel Sigmund Adlerstein, Fannie Adlerstein, Abraham H. Kantrow, Ruth Kantrow remembered by Louise Kantrow and Michael Adlerstein

Lauren Anne Adolfsen remembered by Joyce, Louis and Eric Adolfsen


Howard Annex, Sandra Annex, Joseph J. Moscou, Ruthsue Moscou remembered by Alan and Deborah Annex

Ingrid Wiener, loving wife, mother, and grandmother remembered by Michael and Marcia Appel

Shulem Schneider, Mary Grenier Schneider remembered by Ellen Armitage

Sol and Edith Landsman, Miriam and Alex Redein, Muriel and Harold Aronson, Julie Kronowitz, Judith Sonett remembered by Daniel, Jessica, Jordan, and Benjamin Aronson

Muriel Polen remembered by Jeff and Shari Aronson

Shirley Roth, Samuel B. Roth, Frieda Kaufman, Joseph Roth, Frieda Roth, Helene Bernstein, Marion B. Aronson, Robert Aronson, Arnold H. Aronson remembered by Sheila and Dave Aronson

Walter, Rose, and Jeffrey Alan Astor remembered by Bonnie Ellen Astor

Bhagwan Ghansham Aswani remembered by Haresh Bhagwan Aswani
Robert Auerbach, Jean and Nathan Auerbach, Ronald Mednick
remembered by Joyce Auerbach, Kendra Auerbach Mednick and Joshua Mednick

Arthur H. Aufses, Jr., Sylvia and Bert Dissin, Beatrice and Arthur Aufses, Mae and Samuel Whitman, Katy and Max Strauss, Pauline and Julius Dissin
remembered by Robin and Arthur Aufses

Jean and Sidney Alexander, Helene and Bernard Axelrod, Nancy and Abner Golieb, Sadie and Sam Golieb, Emma and Joseph Gottesman, Selma Gottesman, Minna G. Paul
remembered by Meg and Jay Axelrod and Family

In loving memory of Jerome E. Ball, Harry Ball, Harriet Ball, Abe Arzt, and Freda Arzt
remembered by Renee, Steven, and Randi Ball and Michelle Ball Weitzen

Barbara Ballot, Sally Bendet, Solomon Bendet, Clara Ballot, Benjamin Ballot, Christine Ballot
remembered by Alissa Ballot

Ruth Blumenfeld, Arthur Conescu, Dr. Michael Barany, Dr. Kate Barany
remembered by Rachel Barany

Our Father and Grandfather, Solomon K. Gross; Our Mother and Grandmother, Naomi (Mimi) Barasch; Our Father and Grandfather, Clarence S. Barasch; Our Aunt, Jacqueline Schneider
remembered by Lili and Lionel Barasch

Edward Barbach, Matthew Barbach, Richard Ferris, Elinor Paley, Irving Paley, Rose Cohen
remembered by Irene Barbach

remembered by The Barbanell Family: Betsy, Ed, Melissa, Zach and Calvin

Beatrice Barg, Herbert Barg, Shirley Bloom, Charles Kirshner
remembered by Stan and Fran Barg

Lester Baron, Judith Baron, Muriel Stursberg
remembered by Nancy Baron and Walter Stursberg

Harold I. Levy, Shirley Levy Cohen, Nat Barrett, Pearl Barrett, Jerry Holtzman
remembered by Bette Levy and Martin Barrett

Selma and Stanley Batkin, Selma and Samuel Mintz, Nancy Mintz Sills
remembered by Jane and Alan Batkin Family

Audrey Baum, Wife; Michael Baum, Son; Kate Baum, Mother; Max Baum, Father; Gladys Less, Sister; Irene Hersh, Sister; Edward David Hirsch, Father
remembered by Judi and Sy Baum

Hesh Beard, Faith Cutler, Joyce Zovluck, Evelyn Kamens, Nathan Ludwig
remembered by Robin Beard and Claudia Beard

Clare Elterman, Leon J. Elterman, Samuel Silverberg
remembered by Joan Beck and Family

Hazel Hart Beckerman, Peter Hart Beckerman, Alfred and Ida Hart, Abraham and Dora Beckerman
remembered by Murray Beckerman

Hannah Hirschhorn Baumann, Aunt; Bernard Behrend, M.D., Father; Sara Behrend Weinberg, Aunt; Rose Susan Hirschhorn Behrend, Mother; Fred Hirschhorn, Uncle; Joan Morgenthau Hirschhorn, Aunt
remembered by Catherine H. Behrend
Arthur and Rochelle Belfer, Louis and Lillian Kones, Iris Kones, Lawrence and Selma Ruben, Anita Saltz, Gary Saltz, Maurice and Henriette Belfer, Norman Belfer, James Belfer remembered by Renee and Robert Belfer

Jaekeun Lee, Chabun Kim, Ira Belth, Esther Belth remembered by Kyungmin and Stephen Belth

Miriam Shulman, Arnold R. Bendes, and Shirley Bendes remembered by Barry J. Bendes and Tamara Shulman

Arnold and Shirley Bendes remembered by Marsha Bendes

Howard Bruce Hornstein, Sylvia Berken, Harry Berken remembered by Bonnie Benedek-Hornstein

Nelly Berkowitz, Albert Berkowitz, MD, Isadore Lichter, MD, Jo Lichter, Mimi Berk, Myles Berk, MD, Lew Cohn, Elaine Cohn, Robert N. Berk, MD, Raymond Goldfarb, Annmarie Goldfarb, Bill Miller remembered by Debra Berg

In Loving Memory of Herman and Ruth Glickman, Lawrence Glickman, Irving Berger, Jeanette Frank, Sarah Bass, Ira Mason, Michael Berger, Augusta Berger remembered by Barbara and Bruce Berger

In loving memory of Dr. I. Ira Mason remembered by Cori and Seth Berger and family

Hyman (Chaim) and Helma (Chaya) Berger remembered by Ilene Berger

In Loving Memory of Lauretta Schneiderman, Elliott Schneiderman, Lee Berger, Abraham H. Berger, Carol Weinberg Berger, and Joel Berger remembered by Susan and Bruce Berger


Stuart Forster, May K. Forster, Arnold Forster, Marion Kornreich, Seymour Berman remembered by Janie and Howard Berman

Philip M. Berman remembered by Susan J. Berman

Blanche Present, Theodore Present, Eunice Bernard Shapiro, Nathan Bernard remembered by Andrea and Peter Bernard

Sidney and Anita Bernstein, Mel and Ruth Beier remembered by Barbara and Paul Bernstein

Madeline Neuman, Goodman Neuman, Laurence Perlman remembered by Grace Bernstein

Roberta Biblowit, Max Biblowit, Sheila Weiss, Harold Schultz, Celia Schultz remembered by Myra and Charles Biblowit

Al Binder, Anne Binder, Paul Harris, Irene Harris, Leona Binder remembered by June and Mitchell Binder

Belle Lubetsky, mother; Louis Lubetsky, father; Sarah Trotter, grandmother; Gussie Weissberg, aunt; Norma Friedman, sister remembered by Sheila L. Birnbaum

Hilda Blackman, Nicholas Blackman, Maurice Blackman, Sadie Blackman, Sylvia Ubinas, Ann and Louis Rossman, Carolyn Chow, Edith Ubinas remembered by Joseph Blackman

Minnie and Morris Ellin, David and Anna Fuchsman, Sylvia and Mark Foster, Robert Irene, Paul Ellin, and Marshall Blake remembered by Stacia and David Blake

Louise Blassberg, Irving Blassberg remembered by Franci Blassberg, Joe Rice, and Lee Rice

In Loving Memory of my beloved Mother, Jean Blechman and our beloved Fathers, Sidney Molk and David Blechman remembered by Cookie and Neil Blechman

Alice Levy, Max Levy, Jean Blechman, Irving Blechman, Herbert Rubin remembered by Mike and Elaine Blechman

Lawrence Bleiberg, Andrew Bleiberg, Anna Newman, Bess Lehman, Henri Bollinger remembered by Terri Newman and Steven Bleiberg

Stuart Blitstein, Beloved Husband, Father and Grandfather; Lenore Blitstein, Beloved Mother and Grandmother; Jesse Schantz, Beloved Father and Grandfather; Ruth Schantz, Beloved Mother and Grandmother remembered by The Blitstein Family

Nelson Blitz, Clara Louise McKay remembered by Catherine Woodard and Nelson Blitz, Jr.

Murray B. Rappoport, Edward H.R. Blitzer, Jeannette Rappoport remembered by Judi Rappoport Blitzer and David M. Blitzer

Hannelore Bloch, Robert Bloch, Helen Botwinick, Joseph Botwinick, Aline Bloch, Jacques Bloch, Dolly Stern, William Stern remembered by Linda Bloch and Michael Botwinick

Ellen Block, Paulette Block, Albert Block, Laurence Daniel Block, David Holzer, Rose Holzer, Peter A. Levine, Robert Morris, Celia Morris, Marcia Morris, Judith Goldsholle, Etta Levine, Harry Levine, Andre Block remembered by Brenda and Charles Block

Barry Irving Bloom remembered by Ona Bloom

Bernard Bloom - Beloved Husband; Jean Fornell Paper - Loving Mother; Harry Paper - Loving Father remembered by Rochelle Paper Bloom

Richard Blum - father; Marianne Luetke - mother; Lily Blum - grandmother; Asher Blum - grandfather; Max Kronstein - grandfather. remembered by Peter Blum

In loving memory of my husband, Peter S. Blumberg. remembered by Judy Blumberg

Edgar R. Eisner, Elaine Rubin, Potsy Rubin remembered by Gale Eisner and Robert Blum

Abbey Blum remembered by Howard Blum Jr.

Gerald Blumberg, Rhoda Blumberg, Talia Lynn Steckman remembered by Lawrence Blumberg and Robin Lynn

Joan M. Bondy, Robert and Rose, Max and Elza, Eugene and Horty, Istvan, Zoly and Frances, Charles and Gladys, and Alan Bondy; Abraham and Aranka, Szidonia, Bela, Olga, Jozsef, Tibor, Tsiporrah, Amiram, Maya and Ronen Rafael; Yaacov Raphael; Mary Reinfeld; and Karel Kumerman remembered by Frederick Bondy
Abraham Lipsky, Beloved Father and Grandfather; Pauline Lipsky, Beloved Mother and Grandmother; Rose Deutsch, Beloved Aunt and Great Aunt
remembered by Ms. Judith Borkowsky

Madeleine Bornstein and Morris Bornstein and Sheldon Reinhardt
remembered by Dale Bornstein, Harlan Reinhardt and Carson Reinhardt

Sally Botton, Max Botton, David Milliken, Zachary Milliken, Lloyd G. Milliken, Sarah Milliken, Rose Orenberg, Max Orenberg
remembered by Cantor Richard Botton and Linda Botton

Arieh Brand, Fay Rubin, Hinda Block, Robert Block, Stanley Kessler
remembered by Jillian, Matthew, Lev, and Sadie Brand

David A. Braver, beloved husband, father and grandfather; Anna and Philip Braver; Jeanne and Sidney Lambert
Remembered by Louise Braver

Lester Breidenbach, Jr., husband, and Robert D. Klineman, Jr., beloved son
remembered by Carolyn Breidenbach

Rose and Nathan Lemler - parents; Malcolm Brenner - parent; Barbara Lemler - sister
remembered by Jonathan and Merle Brenner

remembered by Melissa, Joe, Sadie, and Jack Brenner

Michael Blakenham, Juliette Townsend, Jill Hare, Daphne Lakin, Elaine Wolfensohn
remembered by Nell Breyer

Roddy D. Brickell, Ronne J. Wohl, Joseph S. Wohl, Elinor Jane Wohl, William E. Vogel, Helen Brickell
remembered by Richard and Jane Brickell

Anna Brinberg, Henry Brinberg, Max E. Schlissel, Frances Schlissel
remembered by Judith and Simeon Brinberg

Bernard Bring, Beloved Father and Grandfather; Florence Bring, Beloved Mother, Grandmother and Great Grandmother; Pearl and Seymour Rakowsky, Beloved Parents and Grandparents
remembered by Reva and Martin Bring

Elaine Zinaman, Jules Zinaman, Abraham Kirschenbaum, Carol Schifrin
remembered by Joanne Bross

Anne Brown, Oscar Brown
remembered by Susan P. Brown

Carolyn Harris Schwartzman, mother; Carl Schwartzman, father
remembered by Trudy Brown

Madeline Satnick
remembered by The Brown and Satnick Families

Ralph Brozan, husband; Julia Ullmann, mother; Georges Ullmann, father; Judith Anne Posner, sister; Isaac Newton Brozan, father-in-law; Sarah Arac Brozan, mother-in-law; Goldie Brozan, stepmother-in-law. All beloved by Nadine Brozan.
remembered by Nadine Brozan

remembered by Richard and Roberta Brudner

Robert Mitchell Burger, Millicent and Irving Winter, Evelyn and Joseph Burger, Arthur Shulman, Helen and Henry Schwartz, Harriet and Lewis Winter, Sheila and Joseph Rosenblatt
remembered by Judith Burger and JoAnne Burger
Ronald Busch, Ann Kramer, Samuel Kramer, Yetta Needleman, Harvey Needleman
remembered by Rochelle Busch

Gerald M. Wolberg, Arlene Delidow, Carol Myers
remembered by Amy Butte

Judith Tendler, Robert Tendler, Alvin Tendler, Sylvia Tendler, Leona Tendler, Herman Lapin, Florence Lapin
remembered by Jeni Byers

In loving memory of Alan Epstein, devoted husband, father, son, brother and uncle
remembered by Marcia and Noel Caban and Family

Helen Cahn, Eric Cahn, Mimi Graddis, Albert Graddis
remembered by Larry and Barbara Cahn

Hyman Calderon, Sue Calderon
remembered by Jerry Calderon

For Steven Calicchio, our beloved son, brother and father. There was no one like you; kind, loving, generous and talented. We miss you. You are forever in our hearts.
remembered by Your Loving Family

Hyman Camins, Ruth P. Camins, Alice Oxenfeldt Sawyer, Gertrude E. Oxenfeldt
remembered by Joan O. and Martin B. Camins

Billy Billig, Gladys Billig, Hyman B. Cantor, Gertrude Cantor, Sarah Cantor
remembered by David and Bonnie Cantor

Marilyn Gail Caplan
remembered by Ronald Caplan

remembered by Nancy and Michael Cardozo

My parents, Lynette B. Cohen and Louis M. Cohen
remembered by Susan Casden

Sol and Rosalind Chaikin, David Chaikin, Robert Chaikin, Stacey Chaikin
remembered by Karen Chaikin and Rebecca Chaikin

Linda Chalson
remembered by Jeffrey, Samantha, Brandon, and Hayden Chalson

Alvin I. Caplow, Stephen Chan, Mildred Caplow, Miriam Chan
remembered by Robert and Amy Chan

Karen Chanowitz, Shirley Chanowitz, Harry Chanowitz, Billie Olshan, Arthur Olshan
remembered by Gary Chanowitz

Sheila Bookman Rosenfeld, Karin Leigh Vinnik, William Bookman, Walter Rosenfeld, Pauline Lipton, Jack Charig, Jeffery Andre Charig
remembered by Barbara Charig

Cookie Kaye, Howard Weinstein, Shirley Chavkin, Herbert Chavkin, Thelma Abrams
remembered by Nancy and Peter Abrams

Charles Clott, Eleanor Clott, Nancy Clott, Jack Segal, Norman Segal, Rose Segal, Bernice Young, Howard Segal
remembered by Clott Segal Family

Anne Murnick Cogan, Meyer Cogan, David H. Cogan, Bernice Abramson, Dr. Daniel Abramson, Stuart Jay Abramson
remembered by Maureen and Marshall Cogan

Peppy L. Cogut, Edgar W. Cogut, Irene Lichtenstein, Amy L. Graham, Rose Cogut, Rebecca Lipman, Samuel Lipman and Gussie Quartin
remembered by Casey, Ellen, Pamela and Rachel Cogut
Morris Miffoluf, Esther Miffoluf, Murray Cohen, William Sonick and Leona Cohen
remembered by Alan, Deborah and Matthew Cohen

Sidney and Florence Cohen, Beverly Goodman, John Angelo, Edwin Gill, Joseph Rascoff
remembered by Brooke and Peter A. Cohen

Gladys González-Ramos, Anna Samuels, Roberta Litsky, Abe H. Cohen, Catherine L’Insalata
remembered by Elaine V. Cohen

Richard Cohen, Leo Askinazi and Mollie Askinazi
remembered by Janet Cohen

Hilda Cohen, Howard A. Friedman and Phyllis K. Friedman
remembered by Jonathan Cohen and Eleanor Friedman

Christopher Conway, Louis Cohen, Frances Decker
remembered by Kenneth R. Cohen, MD

In loving memory of Sara Schulman, Morris Schulman, Florence Cohen, Robert O. Cohen, Faye Peltz
remembered by Libby and Richard Cohen

Barry Michael Cohen, Fay Dreispan, Stanley Dreispan, Eufemia Go, Manuel Go, Helen Cohen and Irving Cohen
remembered by Mitzi, Ian, and Ethan Cohen

Charles Maier, Lillian Becker, Barry Katz, Mitchel Lubman, Marilyn Lubman, Lewis Becker, David Cohn
remembered by Brittany and Jonathan Cohn

remembered by Abbie Cole, Glenn Eisenstein, and Brad Cole Tucker

Enid Karch, Meyer Karch, Margerette Karch
remembered by Lois Conway

George Cooper, Rhoda Cooper, Sol Cooper, Rose Zalon, Sol Zalon, Frieda Zalon Warsaw
remembered by Naomi and Barry Cooper

Abe and Mia Corton, Tania and Misha Corton, Dora and Morris Hellenberg
remembered by Monica Corton

Daniel W. Cotto, Daniel Jordan Fiddle
remembered by Linda Walder Cotto

remembered by Stephan Cotton

Frieda Wecker, Jerry Wecker, Barry Wecker, May Cowan, Milton Cowan, Ruth Goldberg
remembered by Roni Howard and Cody Cowan

Evelyn Daniels, Monte Daniels, Fannie Auerbach, Bess Crell, Bertha Auerbach, Nathan Auerbach
remembered by Ellen Daniels-Zide and Family

remembered by Millie David

William Katzman - Father and Grandfather
Helen Katzman - Mother and Grandmother
remembered by Laurie, Lenny, Michelle, and Ashley Davidson

Myrtle Hollins Adelberg, Mother, Grandmother; Harry Adelberg, Father, Grandfather; Richard David Adelberg, Brother; Isaac and Lena Hollins, Grandparents; Anna Adelberg Jacobson and Louis Adelberg, Grandparents.
remembered by Janet Adelberg Davis
Lawrence R. Gould, Diana Gould
remembered by Suzanne G. Davis

Bernice Grossman, Frances Perlman,
Henry Perlman
remembered by Suzanne and Lewis D’Azzara

Robert Pearlman, Dorothy Levine,
Minnie Pearlman
remembered by Meredith, Jonas and Ava Davis

Marc Franklin Tarshis, Charles Denkensohn,
Esther Denkensohn, Donald Zangwell
Tarshis, Eleanor Tarshis Yockel, Fanny
Tarshis, Pearl and Leo Fischer, Mel and Eve
Fischer, Sylvia Fischer Tarshis
remembered by Shauna, Mike and
Zach Denkensohn

Bernice Diamond, Charles Diamond,
Mollie Folstein, Harold Diamond, Minette
Diamond, Rae Kellar, Kenny Diamond
remembered by Lucy Diamond

Allan Disman, beloved husband; Lee and
Julius Schonhaut, Rose, Cecil and Henry
Disman, and Martin Lakoff
remembered by Beatrice Disman

Michael D. Ditzian, Florence Ditzian, Irving
Ditzian, Kenneth Ditzian, Estelle Ash, Daniel
Ash, Joshua Levine, Selene Levine
remembered by Barbara Ditzian and Family

John Djaha, Maureen Djaha, Gloria Bleiwas
remembered by The Djaha Family

Rosalind and Samuel Cahn
remembered by Iris and Kim Do

Donald Dorfman, Luise Kaish
remembered by Melissa Kaish and
Jonathan Dorfman

Philip H. Dorn, Frances and Barney Bricker,
Charlotte and Samuel D. Dorn. With love.
remembered by Sue B. Dorn

Joseph S. Wohl, Ronne J. Wohl, Dana Joy
Becker, Elinor Wohl
remembered by Nancy W. Drake

Esther and Rudi Dreyer, Eleanor and
Roy Plotkin
remembered by Ivan Dreyer and Robin Plotkin

Beloved always: David Stuart Gold, Miriam
“Mimi” Dubin and David Jack Dubin, Nana
and Roy Bertell, Abe and Ruth Gold and Gail
Bernstein-Gold.
remembered by Lori and Richard Dubin

Jo Berman, Bernard Dubnick, Selma
Dubnick, Maxine Dubnick, Elizabeth
Berman, Barry Berman
remembered by Jeffrey Dubnick and
Luka Dubnick

Leila and Max Stern, Molly and Phillip
Dukoff, Joseph Dukoff
remembered by Amy Dukoff, Mitchell, Maxine,
Helmer Jr., Marilyn

Sheldon Appel, Lee Appel, Bernard Dunetz
remembered by Jeffrey Dunetz and
Marjory Appel

Beverly Hirsh Frank, Jill Edelson, Kenneth
Edelson, Jamie Frank, Sophie Holdstein,
Alvin Hirsh, Betty Edelson and
Burton Edelson
remembered by Cindy, David, Charlotte,
Annabel and Oliver Edelson

Carol Edelson, Jean and Harry Edward
Edelson, Michele, Onorina, and Mario
Parletta, Joe and Hilda Solis, Nate and Sophie
Niederman, Jack and Cecelia Niederman
remembered by David and Michelle Edelson

Perry Edelstein, beloved husband, Pauline
B. Edelstein, Goodman Edelstein, Sadye
Sommers, Irving Sommers
remembered by Audrey Edelstein
Jonas Tenenbaum, Sydell Tenenbaum, Sandy Biegel, Saul Ehrlich, Jerome Zucker, Minnie Zucker, Sam Zucker, Nini Sessler, Bob Sessler, Scott Sessler, Sheila Greenberg, Mark Greenberg
remembered by Lisa and Richard Ehrlich

Louise Ehrlich, Stanley Ehrlich, Phyllis Aronowitz, Leonard Aronowitz, Helen Sherman, Albert Sherman, Howard Sherman Gracia, Sherman Elliot, Sherman Polly Ehrlich, Jeffrey Aronowitz
remembered by Sandra and Michael Ehrlich

Sylvia and Andy Paccione, Lillian and Henry Eigen, Frances Fiorenze
remembered by Patricia and Neil Eigen

Mildred Fisher, Mother; Irving Fisher, Father; Yetta Fox, Grandmother; Irving Fox, Grandfather; Maxwell Fox, Uncle; Morton Fox, Uncle; Gerald Fisher, Uncle; Joyce Fisher, Aunt; Fanny Fisher, Grandmother; Max Fisher, Grandfather; Benjamin Einhorn, Father; Rosalind Einhorn, Mother; Jess Marks, Uncle; Florence Marks, Aunt; Minnie Einhorn, Grandmother
remembered by Faith and Robert Einhorn

Anne Rose Biegen, Mother of Elissa
remembered by Elissa and Jason Eisen

Lenny and Ricky Eisen - we miss and love you.
remembered by Jonathan and Victoria Eisen

Suellen Tuby Globus, Jerome R. Eisenberg
remembered by Alan and Daryl Eisenberg

In Loving Memory of Lucille and Harold Eisenberg, Parents of Ed Eisenberg and Grandparents of Jenn Middleman, and Joy Levy Klein and Jerome Comet Klein, Parents of Barbara Eisenberg
remembered by Barbara and Ed Eisenberg and Jenn and Ben Middleman

Gerald M. Kass, Phillip Elbling, Sylvia Pearlman, Howard Pearlman
remembered by Frank Elbling

Matthew Rosen
remembered by Mariana Elder Rosen

remembered by Frederick, Diana, Ariel, and Zoe Elghanayan

Jacob Nass, beloved father; Roslyn Nass, beloved mother
remembered by Nancy and Ralph Elias

In loving memory of: Barbara Goldfield Turner, Martin Goldfield, Charles and Sara Elovitz, Henry Hacker, Randy Goldfield, Justine Rendal aka Olivia Goldsmith, Marc Lustgarten, Debbie Marshall, Mildred Katz, Jemma Skye Spanierman, Dylan Reid Cipolla, Dr. Stanley Malkin, Jack Malkin
remembered by Alexandra, Michael and David Elovitz

Sheila, Norman and Susan Ember
Remembered by Max Ember

Jane Engelberg, William May, Ralph Kramer, Balfour Brickner, Gusti Engelberg, Carol Catchpool
remembered by Gail and Alfred Engelberg

Herbert and Rosalind Fisher, Betty and Philip Englander
remembered by Nancy and Robert Englander

Lola and Charles Gottfried, Herbert Epstein, Mark Epstein, Jill Epstein White
remembered by Elissa Epstein

Libby Epstein, Harold Epstein, Min Cohen, Morey Cohen
remembered by Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Epstein

Benjamin Ratzan, Gladys Ratzan, Andrew Erdos, June Erdos
remembered by Sheila and Barry Erdos
Hon. Martin Evans
remembered by Meryle Evans and
Steven Evans

Ethel Hersch (Aunt), Mike Hersch (Uncle),
my brother Jay and my dear friends Barry
Gerson, Isadore Rossman, and Joe Bellomo
remembered by Sanford Evans

Eugene M. Ezersky
remembered by Peter, Matthew and
Adelaide Ezersky

In memory of our parents, Bernard and
Elaine Fabrikant, Aaron and Evelyn Gurney
remembered by Sara and Charles Fabrikant

Barbara Fallek, Joseph Fallek
remembered by Susan Saltzstein and
Steve Fallek

Jack L. Farber, Father; Esther Farber, Mother;
Sam Siegel, Father; Steven Siegel, Brother;
Tillie Siegel, Mother
remembered by Ilene and Barry Farber

Rosemaise Patricia Hutchins, mother; Bruno
Fargion, father
remembered by Giulietta Fargion

Joseph B. Amchir, Harry Faver,
Dennis Gomes
remembered by Paul M. Faver

Leon “Bud” Feder,
Bennette Lowenstein Fishman
remembered by Judith and Warren Feder
and Family

Adele Kirsner Fein, Walter Fein, Sheldon
Lambert, Sylvia Lambert
remembered by Debbie and Randy Fein
and Family

Boris Feinman, Grace Feinman
remembered by Patti Feinman

Alan David Rosman, Benjamin Rosman,
Viola Rosman, Arnold Feinstein
remembered by Mimi Feinstein

Hannah Feldman, Sidney Feldman, Ceil
Blocsberg, Abraham Blobsberg
remembered by Joan and Charles Feldman

Phyllis M. Feldman
remembered by Rabbi Marla J. Feldman

Beloved son, David Marks Felner; Alvin B.
Marks, Joan Marks Vogel, Joseph Vogel
remembered by Linda M. Felner

Sylvia Felner, Theodore Felner, and my
beloved son, David Felner
Remembered by Richard Felner

Rebie and Irving Bondell, Bernice Fangel
remembered by Sheryl Fangel and
Stuart Bondell

Marvin and Louise Fenster; Herman
Rapoport and Phyllis Rapoport Halpern;
Morris and Julia Fivel Rapoport; Isaac and
Anna Greenman Fenster; Steven R. Fenster;
Martha Rapoport; Thelma Fenster;
Adam Rapoport
remembered by Julie R. Fenster

Max Fernbach, Mildred Fernbach, Sylvia
Mandelbaum, Milton Mandelbaum, Anita
Lipshultz, Harry Lipshultz, Phyllis Kleinman,
Edward Kleinman
remembered by Phyllis and Eugene Fernbach

Lois Fiddle Frances Hendel,
Seymour S. Hendel
remembered by Beth Stark and Howard Fiddle

Dr. Max Rabbine, Harry and Rose Field, Eva
Rabbine, Beth and Herbert Tanzman, Dr.
Benjamin Rabbine, Cypra and
Irving Feinsot
remembered by Doris and Arthur Field
Malka Finkel, Claudia Calmanowitz, Meilech Finkel, Manfred Calmanowitz
remembered by Susana and Charles Finkel

Justin Firestone, Rose Firestone, Joseph Firestone, Ted Firestone, Ida Sidel, Albert Sidel
remembered by Marsha and Monroe Firestone

In loving memory of Howard Fisch
remembered by Francine Fisch

Irving and Rebe Cohen, Max and Esther Fischer, Harold I. Fischer, Robert E. Fischer
remembered by Arlene Fischer

Dr. Irving Rubin, Shirley Rubin, Miriam Fish, Samuel Fish
remembered by Ilene and Irving Fish

Gloria Fishman, Anna Fishbone, Samuel Fishbone, Celia Fishman, Louis Fishman, Estelle Fishman, Herbert Fishbone, Jeffrey Hirsch, Elliot Fishman
remembered by Melvin Fishman

Jay Fishman, Louis Birenbaum, Howard Chapman
remembered by Nicki and Scott Fishman and Family

Jay S. Fishman, Howard Chapman, Maura Chapman, Gallo Irwin, Chapman Edward Fishman, Shirley Fishman
remembered by Randy Fishman

Merton Fiur, Vera and Samuel Rovner, Evette and Frank Fiur, Linda J. Gordon
remembered by Suzanne Fiur

Spouse: Mechele Flaum; Parents: Rose and Joseph Flaum, Clara Cecil Storper and George Plotkin; Grandparents: Ida and Sam Plotkin, Rose and Isaac Storper; Aunts and Uncles: Vikki and Gary Gralla, Stanley Storper, Terry Flaum Salzman, Sonny Flaum
remembered by Sander Flaum and Faith Popcorn

Stanley B. Hendler, Samuel Hendler, Mae Hendler, Samuel Friedland, Dora Friedland, Jason Hendler, Fred Engber, Karen Frank, Irene Goodman, Elaine Silverman
remembered by Susan J. Flaum

Michael Flax, Harriette Rose Katz
remembered by Susie Flax, Doug Bernheim and Family

Tim Flynt, Jack and Sonia Adler
remembered by Anita Flynt

Harold Reisman, Gloria Klein, Max Fox, Evelyn Fox
remembered by Ed and Arlene Fox

In honor of my beloved parents and brother. May they always rest in peace. Leah, Robert and James Fox.
remembered by Marcia Fox

Sylvia Gordon, mother of Alison Carsey and Marnie Gordon Frank
remembered by Marnie Gordon and Adam Frank

Morton Frank, Leonard H. Frank, Alma Frank, Alex Lehrbaum, Sarah Lehrbaum, Harve Bellos
remembered by Bernice Frank

In loving memory of: Arthur Garson, Patricia G. Garson, Tes A. Phillips;
Shirley Steinhauser
remembered by Kathy Garson Frank

Alan J. Freedman, Doris C. Freedman, Irwin Chanin, Sylvia Chanin, Cyril Freedman, Peyser Freedman
remembered by Karen Freedman and Roger Weisberg

Maxwell Felton Nordau and Norma Freedman
remembered by Jonathan and Aimee Freedman

Henry K. Freedman, MD, Harry Roth, Rose Roth, Avrum Shainmark, Yetta Shainmark
remembered by Phyllis Freedman
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David Markson, Elaine Markson,  
Kenneth Freeman  
remembered by Johanna Markson and  
Scott Freeman

Samuel Greenfield, Doris Greenfield,  
Emanuel Freeman, Ethel Freeman  
remembered by Sondra, Samantha and  
Ronald W. Freeman

Selma Brauer Gilbert  
remembered by Marc Freidus and  
Sandra Gilbert Freidus

In memory of very much loved and loving parents and grandparents Shim Benioff,  
Florence Benioff, Maurice Friedman,  
Hilda Friedman  
remembered by Barbara and  
Stephen Friedman

Blossom “Bea” Friedman; Irving and Etta Lieb; William and Bessie Friedman; Joseph Nathan and Sara Beatrice Gellis; Mintki,  
Chaim, and Srolinki Cyrulnik (Murdered in Holocaust); Stephen Citron; Hal Vernon Chamberlain; Patt and Michael Griffin  
remembered by Jeri E. Friedman

Bessie Friedman - Mother, William Friedman  
- Father, Blossom A. Friedman - my first wife  
remembered by Irving Friedman

In loving memory of Jack G. Friedman and  
Maralin Friedman  
remembered by Laura Friedman and Alex Lee

Linda Mueller  
remembered by The Friedman Family

Todd David Pilch, beloved brother; Jerome Friedman, adored father; Diane Bunsis,  
cherished aunt  
remembered by Susan and Richard A. Friedman

Frances Levy, David Levy, Beatrice Friess,  
Murray Friess  
remembered by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Friess

Frieda Furman, Frances Furman, Joseph M. Furman, Max M. Fisher, Marjorie S. Fisher,  
Barbara Furman, Steven Furman, Jerome Bueler, Mollie Bueler  
remembered by Roy Furman

Doris and Alfred Gabel, Bobbie and Irwin Shavel, Laurie Shavel, David Eckstein,  
Henrietta and Sidney Frank  
remembered by Nancy and Richard Gabel,  
Alexis and Anil Devaiah, and Julia and  
Jordan Mendel

Fred Gabler, Samantha Cohn, Ethel Berman,  
Samuel Berman, Emma Cohn, Morris Cohn,  
Carole Lang, Stanley Lang, Cele Norman,  
Helen Harris, Marion Rabinowitz  
remembered by Mindy Gabler

Jay Martin Galst, MD, Julian David Galst,  
David Paley, Miriam Galin Paley  
remembered by Joann Galst

Roger Berlin, Lucille Cahn, Aaron Ganz,  
Melvin Ganz, Peter Hein, Lynda Stewart  
remembered by Jodi and Marc Ganz

Joseph Ganz  
remembered by Nancy and Howard Ganz

Douglas B. Gardner, Beloved Husband of  
Jennifer Gardner and Father of Michael and  
Julia Gardner  
remembered by Jennifer Gardner

Stacey Garil Womack, Michael Garil, Morris Garil, Tillie Garil, Stanley Garil, Samuel Goodman, Frieda Goodman  
remembered by Ethel and Bernard Garil

Betty Fishkin, Jesse Fishkin, Selma Meyerson  
remembered by Anne Geller

Harry Gellis, David Gellis, Sophie Gellis,  
William Miller, Rose Miller, Max Gellis,  
Stella Gellis  
remembered by Denise Gellis
remembered by Robyn and Jay Gellman

Martin Gellman, Sarah Goldblatt, Arnold Goldblatt, Betty Lou, and Aubrey Keet
remembered by Sheri and David Gellman, Caroline, Grace, Natalie and Sarah

Patti Gelman, Edith Gelman, Louis Gelman, Martin Witkoff
remembered by Gary and Amy Gelman

My dear parents Joyce and Harold Schultz. I miss you both every day.
remembered by Robin Schultz Gerber

In loving memory of Gertrude Urken, Dr. Jerome A. Urken, Dr. Alfred Geronomus and Terry Geronomus
remembered by Gail, Roy, Ashley, Evan, Kate and Greg Geronomus

Sidney and Selma Boyar, Mortimer and Adelaide Gerstman, Marvin Cohn, Rozanne Gerstman
remembered by Dorann and George Gerstman

Marilyn Nagel Gillman, Marty Gillman
remembered by Nancy and Ross Gillman

Marvin Gilston, Martin Spitzer, Nat and Pauline Tarry, Ashley Wells
remembered by Cindy, Craig, Justin, and Merrick Gilston

Esther Gingold, Beloved Mother;
George Gingold, Beloved Father; Frank Williams, Beloved Father; Nellie Williams, Beloved Mother; Mina Taverner, Beloved Grandmother; Ronald Sanders, Beloved Brother-In-Law; Lee Horowitz, Beloved Aunt; Alex Horowitz, Beloved Uncle; Robert Williams, Beloved Uncle; Richard Grossman, Beloved Friend; Louis Giusto, Beloved Friend
remembered by Dawn and Eric Gingold

Estelle Taylor
remembered by Sara Jane Ginsberg and Jason Ginsberg

Morse Ginsberg, Alice Brodner Ginsberg, Herbert Ricklin, Eileen Sugarbread Ricklin, Lewis Sugarbread
remembered by Susan and Harris Ginsberg

Harriet Glasgow, Jerome (Jerry) Glasgow, Andrew (Andy) Glasgow
remembered by Adrienne Glasgow and the Glasgow Family

Harvey J. Weinstein, Melvin E. Smith, Mignon B. Smith
remembered by Susan Glickman

In Loving Memory of Alice Glickman and Fedor Kuritzkes
remembered by Andrew Kuritzkes and Amy Glickman

Marjorie Gluck, Treasured Daughter; Julius Gluck, Father; Sadie Gluck, Mother; William Roth, Brother; Rose Roth, Mother; Harold Roth, Father; Helene Seligson; Sister; Ione Abrams, Sister
remembered by Nancy and David Gluck

In Loving Memory of Lilyan Z. Goda and Herbert L. Goda
remembered by The Goda and Harmon Families

Joseph M. Godman, Joseph Kushner, Hyman, Bertha and Gabriel Godman, Gabriel Preil
remembered by Evelyn Godman
Dr. David Goebel
remembered by Joan Goebel, daughter Linda Marcus, grandchildren Julia and Logan

In loving memory of our parents: Martha R. and Samuel M. Gold; Jeanne R. and Seymour S. Rosenhouse; and brother: Leonard M. Gold.
remembered by Billie and Martin Gold

My husband, Morris Gold, the love of my life!
remembered by Carol S. Gold

Charles and Claire Gold, parents of Simeon Gold; Murray Turkel, father of Heide Gold
remembered by Heide and Simeon Gold, Jana Gold Kleiman and Craig Gold

My beloved husband Martin Gold.
remembered by Virginia Gold

John David Miller
remembered by Carrie and Laurence Goldberg

Barney Z. and Gertrude F. Goldberg; Edward S. and Edith M. Baum
remembered by Daniel and Phyllis Goldberg

Ronald Goldberger, Morton Abram, Gladys Abram, Ruth Goldman, Samuel Goldberger, Estelle Goldberger, Rachel Abram, Zara Vitto, Sidney Goldman, Claire Meisel, Joseph Meisel
remembered by Amy, Edward, Malinda and Jake Goldberger

Sylvia S. and Ben Witzman, Gladys W. and Dr. Myron Goldblatt
remembered by Eileen W. and Myron E. Goldblatt, Jr.

Eric Alan Freede
remembered by Hallie, Brett, Ava and Ryder Golden

Hope Goldstein, Pauline and Milton Goldstein, Lillian and Herman Perry, Susan Weiss
remembered by The Family of Alfred Goldstein

Sidney Goldstein, Husband, Father, Grandfather; Murray Freiband, Father, Grandfather; Ethel Freiband, Mother, Grandmother; Moe Goldstein, Father, Grandfather; Dorothy Goldstein, Mother, Grandmother; Fannie Greenberg, Aunt, Great Aunt
remembered by Susan Goldstein

Nancy A. Golieb, Abner J. Golieb, Samuel and Sadie Golieb, Minna G. Paul, Jean and Sidney Alexander
remembered by Marianne and John Golieb and Family

remembered by Cathy and Gerald Gollub, Jodi and Michael Gollub

Susan Borg and Ruth Oransky
remembered by Laura and Gordon Golub

Jerome Eder, Esther and Sam Cohen, Diane and Carlyle Eder, Claudia and Ben Kantsiper, Bea and Abe Goodman
remembered by Karen and Marc Goodman

Nicholas Messina, Leon Gordon, Rhona Saffer, Pincus Rabinowitz, Toby Rabinowitz, Joseph Gordon, Ettie Gordon
remembered by Marla Meg Gordon and Family

Herbert Goren, Betty Goren
remembered by Lisa Goren
Henry Surval, Shirley Gottfried, Joseph Gottfried, Ethel Abramson Kaplan, David Abramson, Abe Kaplan, Celia Surval, Morris Surval, Max Weissman, Fanny Weissman, Louis Gottfried, Fanny Gottfried and Aaron Panken
remembered by Marcia, Barry and Harrison Gottfried

Natalie Kirschner Gorin, beloved wife, mother, and grandmother. We love and miss you always. Robert S. Gorin, beloved husband, loving father, and devoted grandfather. We love and miss you always. remembered by Bethel, David, Alexandra, Caroline, and Andrew Gottlieb

Adele and Louis Ginzberg, Dina and Charles Gould, Sophie and Bernard Gould, Molly and Sol Molofsky remembered by Michael Gould and Sara Moss

Jacob J. Graham, Joan Stacke Graham remembered by Jill, Jon, Zoe, Joy and Zachary - The Graham/Klein Family

Dr. George H. Grant, Charlotte Grant, Julius Rudel, Dr. Rita G. Rudel remembered by Madeleine and Jeffrey Grant

Our beloved wife, mother, and grandmother Pearl Basser, and our beloved daughter, sister, wife, mother, and aunt, Faith Basser. remembered by Philip and Pearl Basser; Jon, Mindy, Margo, Emma, Stella and Tess Gray; Len, Shari, Dustin, Cami and Josh Potter; Gus and Logan Calderone

In loving memory of: Jonathan E. Gray, Harriet Gray, Philip Gray, Tillie Ellin, Jack Ellin remembered by Bonnie Gray, Jordan Gray, Zachary Gray

Peter Wolf, Fern Grayer remembered by Grayer Family

Benjamin Grebow, Marvin H. Miller, Gloria Miller remembered by Edward and Cynthia Grebow

Alfred Green remembered by Sharon and Peter Green

In memory of my beloved father, Meyer “Mike” Steinberg who lives in my heart forever, mother, Jean Steinberg; Sarah and Morris Steinberg; Beckie and Jack Falkowitz; Sucher “Sidney” Rosenfeld and Chemya Rosenfeld. Remembered by Susan Zises Green

Carolyn Neveloff, Bernard Neveloff, Florence Greenberg, Julius Greenberg remembered by Ira and Jan Greenberg

Norma Rubin remembered by Jaclyn, Leo, Noah and Josh Greenberg; Alise and Eric Rothenberg; Adam, Jessica, Ben and Gabe Rothenberg

David Greenberg, Molly and Seymour Wecker, Rose and Ben Untracht, Ida and Max Greenberg, Anna and Joseph Samuels, Mary Zager, Anne Gustin, Lenore Gambale, Joe Gambale remembered by Jody Wecker, Steven, Matthew, and Benjamin Greenberg


Edmund M. Greenwald; Emily Greenwald Meyer; Diana Ellen Greenwald; Lester Meyer; James Saalberg; Karen E. Seger; Rebecca Liebman; Peg Norden Walker remembered by Alice M. Greenwald

Michael Greenwald, Beverly Greenwald, and Carl H. Lavin; parents of Lisa and Douglas, grandparents of Simone and Eleanor remembered by Lisa Greenwald and Douglas Lavin, Simone and Eleanor Lavin
In Loving Memory of Linda R. Greer and Nicole M. Greer
remembered by Leonard W. Greer and Leigh O’Shea

In memory of their parents Nettie and Benjamin Steiner and Lillian and Jerome Greilsheimer; and sister Janet Steiner.
remembered by Louise and James Greilsheimer

Michael J. Grey
remembered by Lori Grey

Gerhard and Beatrice Kay Baum; Max, Sarah, Susie, and Lottie Baum; William, Rose, and David Deutsch; Carl, Elizabeth, and Julia Grimm
remembered by Linda S. Grimm and Family

Philip Grobman, Frances Grobman, Eva Warshawsky, Harry Warshawsky, Albert Warshawsky, Bernard Grobman
remembered by Rose and Sanford Grobman

Allen Colen, Edith and Hank Cohen, Benjamin Grossman
remembered by Marjorie and Alan Grossman

Jerome Goldstein, Edna Goldstein, Ernest Grunfeld, Klara Grunfeld
remembered by Lisa Goldstein and Thomas Grunfeld

Barbara Somerfield 8/11/15, Moses Goldsmith 12/3/25, Betty Goldsmith Guffey 10/12/01, John G. Guffey, Sr. 6/11/94
remembered by John Guffey

Hans Magelssen Gunderson
remembered by Sharon Gunderson

Eugene Allen Epstein - brother killed in WW2 (Age 19), Fred Pressman, Joseph Gurwin, Barney and Bertha Pressman
remembered by Phyllis Pressman Gurwin

Pauline and Joseph Guss
remembered by Barbara Guss

Amy G. Ingber, Phyllis G. Gutman
remembered by Jonathan and Amy Gutman

Faye and Max Haber, mother and father of Kenneth Haber; Betty and Irving Feder, mother and father of Adrienne Haber
remembered by Adrienne and Kenneth Haber

Janet and Leonard Haber, a wonderful mother, a wonderful father, wonderful grandparents
remembered by Jeffrey and Nancy Haber and Family

Robert Hackel, Melvin Hackel, Esta Levenson, Myron Levenson, Emil Hacke, Rose Hackel
remembered by Myra Hackel

Clara Haft, Alex Haft, Marvin Levine, Ida Halpern Davidson, Sam Halpern, Sarah Haft, Moses Haft, Nancy Bloom
remembered by Gail Haft

Jeffrey Haitkin, Evelyn Skitol, Irving Skitol, Robert Novak
remembered by Penny Haitkin

Hyman Halpern, Ruth Halpern, William Weisberg
remembered by Samuel and Marsha Halpern

remembered by Joan Hamburg

Ludwig Hanauer, Florence Hanauer, Simon Hirsch, Josephine Hirsch, Reine H. Brown, Max Brown, Dr. Charles J. Preefer, Beatrice Preefer
remembered by Dr. and Mrs. Ira Hanauer

In Memory of My Beloved Parents Grace and Kenneth Pezrow, and My Beloved Husband, Martin Harman
remembered by Elaine Harman
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Stephen D. Lelewer, Stanley D. Lelewer, Maurice B. Cossman, David H. Lelewer, Madeline Lelewer-Baer, Peter C. Harpel, Gerard Glass, Charlotte Glass, Judith Lipsey remembered by Joanne and John Harpel

Merle Harris, Shirley Harris, Philip Smith remembered by Jamie and Jeffrey Harris

Frank Hordern, Scott Hayes, Shirlee Hayes, Stephen Hayes, Goldie Piatigorsky, Louis Piatigorsky, Reva Beers Milstein remembered by Julie Hayes

Milia Hazin remembered by Slava, Karen, Jonathan and Rachel Hazin

In Memory of Our Beloved Andrew Charles Heitner, Retha and Donald S. Siegel, Charles F. Heitner and Richard S. Heitner, Ann Vogelman remembered by Anne, Kenneth, Douglas, Emily and Elizabeth Drew Heitner

Irving Eisenbaum, Marion Eisenbaum, Bertha Gitson, Sara Gitson. My most beloved parents and aunts, may you rest in peace, and continue to be in my prayers. remembered by Marla, Alan, Jared and Hayley Helene

Robert Helfenbein, Hortense Helfenbein, Sidney Stillman, Joan Ellenberg remembered by Harriet and Richard Helfenbein

Mildred S. Heller, Philip B. Heller, Daniel G. Heller, Frank Wexler, Toby Wexler remembered by Amy and Robert Heller

Bruce Heller, Herbert Heller, Elaine Heller, Carole Schragis, Alvin Schragis, Gabrielle Weisberg remembered by Cathy and Lloyd Heller

Frances and Martin Heller, Gladys and Leo Reiken, Caroline and Lawrence Lesser remembered by Keith and Honey Heller

Irving and Leona Helpnern, Albert and Edna Dunn remembered by Jacqueline and Robert Helpern

Irving and Adele Rosenberg, Ethel and Louis Herman, Joyce Oppenheim, Dorothy and Jack Stone, Elizabeth and Daniel Donovan, Thomas Stone, Ruth Ann Skippon, Daniel Donovan, Jr., Karen Donovan, Ronald J. Stone remembered by Nancy and Michael Herman, Laurence and Joanna Herman

Joan Herz Tafti, Marvin Herz, Manuel B. Rosenberg remembered by Beth, Joseph, and Jane Herz

Amelia and Ephraim Hirschhorn, grandparents of Susan; Anna and John Stein, grandparents of Susan; Ellen and Isidor Hirschhorn, parents of Susan; Gail and Michael Klebanoff, parents of Arthur; Martin Klebanoff, brother of Arthur remembered by Susan Hirschhorn and Arthur Klebanoff

Irwin Hochberg, Harry Hochberg, Gertrude Hochberg, Mira Norian, Roslyn Kayne, Jessie Brand, Morris Brand, Charlotte Rand remembered by Carolyn Hochberg

Cheryse Glatt Hochberg remembered by Merissa Hochberg

Jessie Brand, Morris Brand, Charlotte Rand remembered by Barbara Hochberg

Joseph Louis Hochberg, Mollie Mostovoy Hochberg, Rhoda Hochberg Edwards remembered by Barbara Hochberg Lombart

Carl Golden, Gisele Golden, Rose Hochhauser, Morris Hochhauser, Marshall Hochhauser, Joyce Hochhauser, Bella Ryczke, Brigitta Joachin remembered by Barbara and Stanley Hochhauser
Edith Nathanson, Ted Nathanson, Sigmund Hoffman
*remembered by David, Carla, Madeleine, and Lucy Hoffman*

Bonnie B. Emory, Eric S. Emory, Linda R. Emory, Gerda Ruwalski, Carl Ruwalski, Erwin Hoffman, Teresa Stern, Alan Wagner, Howard Orlean, Lisa Fine, Milan Kubic
*remembered by Ellen, Michael and Elizabeth Hoffman*

Louis Hoffman, Lee Hoffman, Raphael Hoffman
*remembered by Linora Hoffman*

Arthur E. Hoffman, Harold H. Hoffman
*remembered by The Hoffman Family*

I. Jerry Nadler, Anne C. Nadler
*remembered by Lois Horovitz*

Clifford Hostein, Syd and Jack Katz
*remembered by Rollie Hostein*

Arthur Irwin Gray and Natalie Selma Bell Gray
*remembered by Paula Gray Hunker*

Helen Prinz, Faye Hurvitz, Nathan Hurvitz
*remembered by Deborah Prinz and Mark Hurvitz*

Mildred and Abraham Roller, Anna and Isadore Rosen, Wendy Landes, Joan Miller, Ruth and George Hurwitz, Ina Cangiano, Sandy Hurwitz
*remembered by Bill and Cheryl Hurwitz*

Amos Ilan, Israel Ilan, Sima Ilan, Zenas B. Noon, Mary K. Noon, Rochelle Noon, Aurelia Frank, Sonia Vinograd, Gwendolyn Noon, Bonnie Noon
*remembered by Slyvia Ilan*

Deanne Indursky, David Indursky, Anne Indursky, Howard Indursky remembered by Arthur Indursky and Blake Indursky; Lila Barnett, Arthur Barnett remembered by Janie Indursky
*remembered by Arthur Indursky and Blake Indursky; Janie Indursky*

Elihu Inselbuch
*remembered by Harriet Inselbuch and Adam Inselbuch*

Harold Isen, Roy Greene, Mildred Weiner, Peter Schapira, Lillian Schapira, Maurice Schapira, Alan Isen, Phyllis Mayer
*remembered by Robert and Patty Isen*

Rose Goldberg, Samuel Goldberg, Ida Allen, Santley Isquith, and Rita Isquith
*remembered by Susan Isquith*

Dr. Murray Itzkowitz, a quiet man whose devotion to family and dedication to improving the lives of the chronically mentally ill spoke volumes. Earl Mervis, Dorothy Mervis Brown.
*remembered by Dr. Phyllis Itzkowitz and Jacob Itzkowitz, Esq.*

Shana Rose Jacob, Robert Jacob, Rose Halpert, Morris Halpert, William McGuire, Samuel Jacob, Mollie Jacob
*remembered by Lara Hennessy, Robert Jacob, Seamus Hennessy, and Samuel Jacob*

Martin D. and Ada E. Jacobs, Robert Jacobs
*remembered by Stephen Jacobs, Michele Jacobs and Nancy Walker*

*remembered by Karen and Peter Jakes*
Rosin Cohen, Denise James  
remembered by Roy James

Nathan and Rose Jasen, Harry and Rae Cohen Barnet, and Gertrude Jasen Max and Claire Pomerantz  
remembered by Raymond D. Jasen

Ralph M. Baruch  
remembered by Jim and Michele Jeffery and Jean Baruch

Bernie Heller, Isabel Heller, Aaron Heller, Nick Jekogian, Mary Jekogian, Renee Service, Danny Zorn, Paul Heller, Diane Byrne  
remembered by Yael and Nick Jekogian

Beverly Johnson, Loetta Johnson, Theodore Johnson, and David Gresser  
remembered by Barbara Johnson and Ruth Gresser

Sally S. Epstein, Theodore Kadin, Rhoda Kadin  
remembered by Elizabeth and Richard Kadin

Barbara Kahn, Jules Reich  
remembered by Randi and Alan Kahn

Salim Ephraim, Kamara Violet, Levy Kamara, Edmond Kamara  
remembered by Allan Kamara

Florence Cohn Cooper, Sidney Cooper, Mildred Fieber Kaminsky, Bernard Kaminsky  
remembered by Evelyn, Edward and Sydney Cate Kaminsky

Aaron and Sylvia Schneider, Ernst and Ruth Wertheimer, Norman Kane  
remembered by The Wertheimer-Kane Families

Al Kane, Evelyn Kane, Herbert Bijur, Marion Bijur  
remembered by Gerry Kane and Priscilla Bijur Kane

David Kanter, Rose Kanter, Sydney Kanter  
remembered by Deb Kanter

Joy Likoff Kanter, Richard Kanter  
remembered by Geoff and Nora Kanter

In loving memory of Julia Weber Kaplan and Dr. Sidney Kaplan  
remembered by Bruce S. Kaplan

Rabbi Allen S. Kaplan, Walter Gruber, Muriel Rubin, Abraham Rubin, Diane Lichter, Haim Gruber  
remembered by Jane Kaplan

Our Beloved Mom and Grandma, Bernice Kaplan and our Beloved Dad and Grandpa, David Kaplan  
remembered by Jody Kaplan and Matthew Lippa

Anne Kaplan, Helen Halperin, Harold Halperin, Bessie Kaplan, Abraham Kaplan  
remembered by Richard Kaplan

Abraham and Martha Karasik, Minnie and Robert Vishnick, Marilyn Weintraub  
remembered by Stephen and Paula Karasik

Rella and Sam Shwartz, Beatrice and Benjamin Karp, Irwin Diamond, Irving Ziffer  
remembered by Emily and Marshall Karp

Samuel and Minnie Karp, Dr. Sandor and Minnie Silver  
remembered by Joel and Suzanne Lee Karp

In loving memory of Loretta Dranoff, Murray Dranoff, Eva Dranoff, Leon Dranoff, Tess Dranoff, Nathan Dranoff, Ethel Cooper, Sam Cooper, Dr. Joseph Karp, Susan Karp, Dr. Marianne Pulvermann, Joseph Cooper  
remembered by Carolyn and Michael Karp

Stanley L. Kass, M.D., Elaine K. Sandler, Justine Joan Sheppard, Joel Kass  
remembered by Walter Kass

Dr. Lionel Roseff, Barbara Roseff  
remembered by Tracy and Saul Kattan
Simon Glastein
*remembered by Jamie and Jon Katz*

Sylvia and Jack V. Lisman, MD., Naomi N. and Seymour M. Katz, MD., Annie and H. Joseph Schwartz, Lillian S. Norek, David N. Katz
*remembered by Jane Lisman Katz and Robert J. Katz*

Benjamin Cohen, Bernice Cohen Fertel
*remembered by Fran Kaufman*

Shirley and Jacob Berkowitz, and Edna and Harold Kaufman
*remembered by Harriet, David and Jill Kaufman*

Samuel Kaufman, Dorothy D. Kaufman, Ethel D. Boriss
*remembered by Stephen Kaufman*

Robert C. Kay and Celia H. Kay, Parents of Richard L. Kay; Dr. Robert E. Rothenberg and Lillian L. Rothenberg, Parents of Lynn R. Kay
*remembered by Lynn R. and Richard L. Kay*

Zoe Margit Kellner and Dorothy Roberts - in loving memory and in our hearts and minds forever.
*remembered by Robin Kellner-Sicher and John Sicher*

Louis Silverman, Shirley Silverman, Lester Kennedy, Marion Spencer, Bill Spencer, Linda Kennedy
*remembered by The Kennedy Family*

Remembering With Love and Devotion
Julia Davidoff Hartman, Harry Hartman, Fay Karlson Kerner, Jacob Kerner, Sadie Karlson, Lillian Davidoff Tick, Nathan Bushell, Annie Hartman Bushell, Frank Karlson, Dr. Andrew Weisenfeld, Rose Karlson Lerner
*remembered by Deanne and Richard Kerner*

William L. Kiel, Rose Kiel, Nathan Koenigswald, Fannie Koenigswald
*remembered by Roberta and Gerald Kiel*

Edward Lavine
*remembered by Karen Lavine, Donald Kilpatrick, Daniel Kilpatrick and Sarah Kilpatrick*

Shirley and Bernard Paltin, Abraham and Evelyn Kimmelman, Dorothy Wachtel
*remembered by The Kimmelman Family*

*remembered by Marc Kirschner and Nancy Fisher*

Gerald Kirshenberg, Miriam Kirshenberg, Martin Clare, Julia Kirshenberg, Sidney and Sarah Grossman, Leonard Clare, Florence Clare, Norma Poster
*remembered by The Kirshenberg Family*

Robert Kissel, Sylvia Kissel, Edith Lewis
*remembered by Jeffrey and Catherine Kissel*

Lawrence Ruben, Selma Ruben, Anita Kivell, Paul Kivell
*remembered by Shelly and Howard Kivell*

Kate Marx, Paul Marx, Mathilda Kivitz, Irving Kivitz, Bernice Pollock, Rose Ann Abrams
*remembered by Susan Marx and Philip Kivitz*
Janet Fishman, loving mother of Alexandra; Monroe Klausner, loving father and grandfather; Mina Klausner, loving mother and grandmother; in memory of all our loving grandparents.
remembered by Steve and Michele Klausner

Samuel K. Kleiner, Dr. J. George Diamond, Evelyn A. Diamond, Sidney Kleiner, Betty Kleiner, David Kleiner
remembered by Darlene Kleiner

Martin Cravetz, Joyce Cravetz, Cristopher Cravetz, Bernard Kleinhandler, Gert Kleinhandler, Peter Gilbert, Shirley Gilbert
remembered by Sarah and David Kleinhandler

In memory of our beloved husband and father Peter Klemperer; Judith’s nephew Jonathan Tobias; Jonathan’s mother Marsha Tobias; Judith’s parents Rachel and Jacob Tobias; Peter’s parents Helen and George Klemperer; Aunt Goldye Tobias.
remembered by Judith, Ethyan and Jerusha Klemperer

Sol Walden, David Darewsky, Alice Klimerman, Joseph Klimerman, Anna Darewsky, Kate Rosen, Jacob Rosen, Anna Waldenberg, Louis Waldenberg, David Klimerman, Dorothy Klimerman, Rhoda R. Walden
remembered by Janet Walden and Ed Klimerman

Abe Koenig, Katherine Koenig, Marc Lustgarten, Claire Rothberg, Morton J. Rothberg, David Kleiman, Barry Kleiman
remembered by Phyllis and Neil Koenig

Jerome and Marlene Koeppel, Sun-Chien Hsiao, Lena Engelman, Stanley Rothstein
remembered by Howard, Mark, Isabella and Sophia Hsiao-Koeppel

Alexander Kogan, Jr.
remembered by Kogan Family

Alan Kolitch, Pearl Kolitch, Bernard Kolitch, Sylvia Ross, Alexander Ross, Ilene Meyers-Lewine, Kate Dickstein, Benjamin Dickstein, Dorothy Dienst, William Richard Dienst, Paul Dickstein
remembered by Jennifer and Jeffrey Kolitch

Rosalyn Komaroff, Fanny Komaroff, Sally Steinglass, Arlene Halbreich, Martin Komaroff, William R. Komaroff, Charles Steinglass, Mort Hyman
remembered by Stanley Komaroff

Karolyn R. Gould and Hon. Bruce J. Gould
remembered by Melinda Gould Konopko

Irwin Askenase, Miriam and David Askenase, Mildred Battle, Jean and Joseph Delman, Sharon Gallucci, Tommy Gallucci, Stanley Greenberg, Morton Konsker, Daniel Lieberfarb, Monica Winters, Bernard Axelrod, Dave Greenberg, and Sandy Konsker, who remain in our hearts forever
remembered by The Konsker Family - Lisa, Carly, and Ian

Renee Ruth Konwaler, Max Kutchin
remembered by Glen Konwaler

Roma Koplewicz, Joseph Koplewicz, Doris Sirow, Melvin Sirow
remembered by Linda Sirow and Harold Koplewicz

Kenneth Koplik, Perry H. Koplik, Estelle Koplik, Abraham Straus, Carol Straus, Karen Straus
remembered by Joyce and Michael Koplik

In Memory of Gary Amsterdam, Esther Amsterdam, Alvin Mendel Koplin, Nora Coolik Koplin and Dana Koplin
remembered by Sharon and Cary A. Koplin

Norman Heyer, Mary Heyer, Sally Koren, Alexander Koren, Cynthia Heyer
remembered by Toby and Paul Koren

Steven Korn
remembered by Barry and Noah Korn
Isador Ira Pollock, Morris Korn, Sadie Albrecht Korn, Harriet Kalechman Pollock, Paul Albrecht, Aaron Albrecht, Mordeca Jane Pollock remembered by Kay Pollock Korn and Philip A. Korn

Hillard Stern, Sophia Korn, Irving Korn, Carol Goldschein remembered by Sue and Jon Korn

Manny (Manes) Kornicki, Bertha (Bronia) Kornicki, Rachel Tabackman Kornicki, Tuvia Kornicki, Aaron Kornicki, Miriam Weinstein Shulklapper, Jacob Shulklapper, Laibel Shulklapper, Nechama Shulklapper Kurtz, Esther Shulklapper Goldgewicht remembered by Marian Kornicki

Leon and Lorraine Kail, Arthur Kail, Marion Adams, Joseph Kosow, Barbara and Benjamin Sack, Eric Kail, Daniel and Anne Kosow, Jack and Lee Kosow remembered by June and Jeffrey Kosow


David Kremer, Joyce Kremer, Julius Rosenholtz, Lydia Bornstein, Sigy Wender, Irene Wender remembered by Suzan and Jerry Kremer

Harvey C. Krentzman, Farla H. (Blumer) Krentzman, Seymour W. Bernstein, Ruth (Krentzman) Cohen, Lil (Krentzman) Gorfinkle, Leon Krentzman, Cornelius (Connie) Krentzman, Sylvia (Krentzman) Lundy, Dolly (Krentzman) Tushman, Irene (Krentzman) Ringer, Jack Pearlman, Mary Pearlman, Ronnie Blumer, Ann (Gora) Blumer remembered by Mark A. Krentzman and Caroline Vanderlip

Eleanor and Seymour Krinsky, Sylvia and Louis Biffer, Faye and George Krinsky, Sadie and Shmuel Stolerman, Charlotte and George Young remembered by Stacie and Glenn Krinsky

Constance and Harvey Krueger, Peter Krueger, Nancy and Abner Golieb, Richard Schlenger, Jean and Sidney Alexander, Irving and Isabel Krueger, Charlotte Seley remembered by Liz Krueger

Elsie Fischl Krum and Samuel Krum, beloved parents; Barbara Kuperman, Edward Cohen, and Barbara Fox-Bordiga, dear cousins remembered by Arlyne Krum

Susie Reinsberg, Kurt Reinsberg, Lilly Kubin, Alexander Kubin, Barbara Wilshin, Jan White remembered by Nicole Reinsberg Kubin

Florence A. Kugel remembered by Barry Kugel

Robert C. Kuhn, Karen Susman, Judy Kuhn, Stephen D. Susman remembered by Thomas and Stacy Kuhn

Robert Kulka, Dora Blanck, Max Blanck, Paul Blanck, Herbert Blanck, Olga Blanck remembered by Ellen B. Kulka

Barbara Kastner Kumble, Steven Jay Kumble, Mickey Stein remembered by Jennifer and Todd Kumble


Shirley Dwork remembered by Miriam, Benjamin, Yael Kuritzkes and their family

Henrietta and Sanford Hartman, Elaine and Irwin Freyer, Bertha and Joseph Schurr, Ruth and Morris Kurtz remembered by Tyana, Scott, Zachary and Sydney Kurtz
Roberta Kirsch, Robert Lachman, Joyce Lachman remembered by Andrew and Jodie Lachman

Harold B. Landau, Mabel R. Landau remembered by Sandra Landau Rippe

Esther Elfenbein, Victor Nahum, Mrs. E. Landsberg, Marilyn Klionsky, Elfrieda Von Schroetter, Sol Nahum, Mimi Nahum, Jack Landsberg, Gloria Nahum remembered by Mr. and Mrs. C. Landsberg

Judith Langer, Nellie Langer, Leo Langer remembered by Nancy Langer

Ida Koritsa, Robert Harris remembered by Lyudmila Lapshina

Estée Lauder, Sylvia Knopf Levitt, Aaron Knopf, Joseph Lauder, Rose and Wolf Lauder, Rose and Max Mentzer, Melvin Jacobs, Lester Robbins, Jill Rose, Serge Sabarsky, Eugene Schwartz, Ethel Shein, Lois Jacobs, Evelyn Lauder remembered by Jo Carole and Ronald S. Lauder

Haskell L. Lazere, Bertha and Philip Bravman, Allan Bravman, Sylvia Bravman Kottler, Barnet Kottler, Jay Mark Gottlieb remembered by Bernice Bravman Lazere

In memory of our beloved Hank (Herman) L. Goldsmith. Much love always, Debbie, Avery, Ethan, Uncle Kenny, Aunt Dee, Pete and Inch remembered by Deborah Lee-Goldsmith

Irene Stern, Charles Stern, Meyer Bornstein, Sarah Bornstein, Fanny Stern, Jeanne Lefkowitz, Emmanuel Lefkowitz, Elaine Leff, Mark Leff, Dana Kaufman, Joseph Fishman, Anne Sobel, Jack Kindler remembered by Julie and Paul Leff

For my dad Max Lefkowith: We miss you every day, and remember what you taught us remembered by Elaine Lefkowith

Parents, Frank and Dorothy Kreiser remembered by Miriam Legeno

Edwin Lehman, Samuel and Sophie Lehman, Harry and Esther LeVine remembered by Brenda and Burton Lehman

Austin Lawrence Leibowitz, George Silverberg, Bette Silverberg, Gertrude Silverberg, Louis Gruber, Ethel Gruber remembered by Roberta Leibowitz and George Gruber

Estelle Leibowitz, Sidney Leibowitz, Vera Suna, Leonard Suna remembered by Ivy and Alan Leibowitz

Michael Franklin remembered by Ella Leitner

Jeanne Lentz, 10/26/19; Arnold David Lentz, 1/15/10; Herman Lentz, 5/13/55; Anne Lentz, 8/24/74; Max Mosner, 10/29/42; Florence Mosner, 12/30/63; David Mosner, 7/31/98 remembered by Marjorie Lentz

Harold Leppo, Leo and Lillian Fenster, Joseph and Rebecca Bretner, Herman and Ida Leppo, Samuel and Diana Zeitzoff remembered by Daniel and Melanie Leppo

Ralph Bresler, Kalia Bresler, David Bresler, Ruth Lerner, Vivian Lerner, and Judith Bresler remembered by Ralph Lerner

In loving memory of Ruth E. Lese, William M. Lese, Carl C. Jaburg and Frieda J. Jaburg, Robert I. Goldman and Melva Bucksbaum remembered by Lauren and Peter Lese

William M. Lese; Isaac, Naomi and David Binshtok; Marion and Joseph Lese remembered by Sahra T. Lese

Vickie Lessing, Murray Lessing, Morris Kleinfeld remembered by Dr. David Lessing and Karen Lessing
Peter Lessler, father; Arlene and Cyril Harvis, grandparents and great-grandmother; Catherine and Marcell Renny, grandparents; Mimi and Daniel Weckstein, grandparents; Muriel and Stephen Lessler, grandparents

remembered by The Renny/Lessler family

Milton Lipman, Gertrude Lipman, Norma Stock, Dr. Joe Stock, Helen Cherkos Siller, Abe Cherkos, Yvonne Pfeiffer Lessing, Arthur Lessing, Ida Gettenberg, Abe Gettenberg and Dr. Ephraim Gettenberg

remembered by Alisa and Scott Lessing

Susan Kantor, Ralph Jaffe, Mark Jaffe, Rebecca Jaffe, Hope Levene

remembered by Nina and Ralph Levene

Bernice Levetown, mother of Beth and Shelly, grandmother of Lauren

remembered by Beth Levetown


remembered by Leslie and James Levy

Marcia Renee Goodman and David Tanner

remembered by Michael and Cheryl Lexton

Morris Linde, Elizabeth Linde, Jerome Chatzky, Ida Alman, Leo Chatzky, Mollie Chatzky, Minnie Wachtell, Benjamin Wachtell

remembered by Amy and Frank Linde

Melvin D. Lipman, Manya K. Rosenthal, Jacob L. Rosenthal

remembered by Myra R. Lipman

Seymour Levine, Sarah Levine

remembered by Rhena and Robert Lipps

Anne L. Samberg, Harry H. Samberg, M.D.

remembered by Ms. Carol S. Lipsky

Sydney Joelson Segal, David Owen Segal, Abraham Lipton, Robert Lloyd Segal, Matilda Lipton

remembered by Evelyn and Mark Lipton

Angie Goldfeier

remembered by Rachel Pauley and Dan Litowitz

Renee Locker, Aaron Locker, Barbara Fallek, Joseph Fallek

remembered by The Locker Family: Stacey, Keith, Daniel, and Samantha

Arlene Lovenvirth, Stanley J. Keizer

remembered by Wendi Lovenvirth

Herman Kazen

remembered by Helene and Scott Lurie and family and Phyllis Kazen

Irving A. Mandel, Rose Schlesinger, Harry Schlesinger, Shirley Kleinman, Jack Kleinman, Rose Luskin, George Luskin, Anna Mandel

remembered by Deborah, Corey, Ian, Katherine and Alexandra Luskin

Marc Lustgarten, devoted and beloved husband, father and friend to all; Claire Rothenberg, cherished mother and grandmother; Morton J. Rothenberg, adored father, grandfather, and great-grandfather.

Barry Kleinman, David Kleinman, Barbara Turner, Jeffrey Silverman, Mickey Tarnopol, Katherine and Al Koenig.

remembered by The Lustgarten Family: Marcia, Andy, Rachel, Charlotte, Marcus, Juliet, Jessica, Peter, and Max Courtemanche

Theodore S. Lynn, Irving and Sydell Lynn, Ethel and Arthur Freeman

remembered by Linda F. Lynn, Jessica R. Lynn, Douglas F. Lynn and their families
Caryn Levy Magid, wife of Jim and mother of Catherine Diefenbach; Marianne Magid Jones and James Arthur Magid; Marion Hofheimer Levy, mother of Caryn; Sibyl R. Golden, cousin of Caryn; Roger Boas, brother-in-law of Jim and Caryn; Lawrence Blum, cousin of Jim; Rhonie Hofheimer Berlinger, aunt of Caryn; Eva Blum Wittcoff, mother of Jim; M. William Levy, father of Caryn; Arthur Magid, father of Jim; Lester Hofheimer, uncle of Caryn. remembered by James Magid

Emmy Gordon, Joseph Mandelbaum remembered by Laurie and Jay Mandelbaum

Leslie Mandelstein remembered by Michelle Mandelstein, Barbara Mandelstein and Parag Patel


Pauline Wasserman, Iris and Bill Mazin, Ken and Steve Mazin and Joan Toepfer remembered by Bernice Manocherian

Junis Roberts Marcus remembered by Diane, Michael and Avery Marcus

Our cherished parents, Ethel Justman Margules, Elsie Flicker Leifer and Milton J. Leifer, are remembered and missed each day. remembered by Ruth and Hank Margules

Jean Kolin, Leo Kolin, Frieda Mark, Meyer Mark, Paul Timan, Irving Kolin, Dora Kolin, Gertrude Krawitz remembered by Susan and Morris Mark

Dr. Ira E. Markman, Victor W. Gleichenhaus, Beatrice S.G. Shaw, Dr. Robert F. Shaw, Leslie R. Gordon, Jennie Sorock, Abraham Sorock, Adeline Gleichenhaus, Leopold Gleichenhaus, Pam Reichbach remembered by Muriel G. Markman

Harold Herman remembered by Jocelyn and Richard Markowitz


In Loving Memory of Robert Magnus, Steven Magnus, Arthur Magnus and Hedwig Hirsch Remembered by Richard and Caroline Marlin

David Schechner, Selma Schechner, Sheridan Schechner, Artis Martin, Carl Martin, Phillip Zarrilli remembered by Richard Schechner and Carol Martin

In Loving Memory of: Abraham and Milly Siegel, Harry and Henrietta Marvin and Ronald Marvin remembered by Suzanne and Mort Marvin
Dr. Norman Orentreich, Roslyn Orentreich, David Orentreich, Anna Orentreich, Seymour Orentreich, Sol Seidner, Yetta Seidner, Abraham Seidner, Judith Seidner, Dr. Norman Mass, Hannah Hefler, Harry Hefler, Della Mass
remembered by Sari and Michael Mass

Morton Maxwell, Regina Franklin, Marvin Franklin
remembered by Elizabeth Maxwell

Samuel D. May, father; Jerry Finkelstein, father; Shirley Finkelstein, mother; Isabel May, mother
remembered by Leni and Peter May

Zeki Dincer
remembered by Zehra Dincer and Matthew Mazur

Blossom C. Mazur, Roberta Cohen Litsky, Anna Samuels, Joseph G. Mazur, Abe H. Cohen
remembered by Marilyn and Robert Mazur and family

Edward Melocowsky
remembered by Michael Melocowsky

Alvin Piza Mendes, Beatrice Dee, Richard Dee
remembered by Alix Mendes

Perry A. Mermelstein, Nina Mermelstein
remembered by Eric Meren

Dr. Neil H. Merkatz, Anne Kandel Merkatz, Dr. Harry Merkatz, Dr. Kurt B. Blatt, Frieda Blatt Richter, Daniel H. Blatt
remembered by Ruth and Irwin Merkatz

Sidney and Mildred Dreier, Gertrude and Sherwood Stern
remembered by Katie and Christopher Metter

Stanley Marc Rogovin, Seymour and Estelle Rogovin, Sophie Katz, and Beatrice Meyers
remembered by Marleen Meyers

Howard L. Michaels
remembered by The Michaels Family: Jennifer, Alex, Reese, Sam, Josh, and David

Isidore Migdon, Jean Migdon, Theodore Migdon, Arthur Heinrich, Betty Wolpert, William Heinrich
remembered by Sidney and Hermine Migdon

Ivan Blum
remembered by Jennifer and Adam Miller

Estelle and Ben Sommers, Rose and Irving Reingold
remembered by Gayle Miller and Marty Reingold

Adored husband and father, Stanley Mirsky; sister, Edith S. Leavitt; beloved parents Ira and Ethel Schur; aunt and uncle, Samuel and Jo Schur; loving brothers of Stanley, Herbert and Henry Mirsky; special aunt, Marjorie Fine; loving parents, Jacob and Sarah Mirsky
remembered by Susan, Jennifer and Jonathan Mirsky

Stephen D. Lelewer, Maurice B. Cossman, Ida Mitelman, Sol Mitelman and Shel Mitelman
remembered by Bonnie and Alan Mitelman

Shepard and Sarah “Dolly” Kussell, loving parents of Claire; Harry and Elsie Mogan, loving parents of James.
remembered by James and Claire Mogan

Miriam and Sion Monasebian
remembered by Darryl Monasebian and Katherine Bahamonde Monasebian

Bertha A. Spitz (mother of Patricia Mondre), Samuel L. Spitz (father of Patricia Mondre), Martin Mondre (father of Richard Mondre), Shirley Mondre (mother Richard Mondre), Fred M. Spitz (brother of Patricia Mondre)
remembered by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mondre

Ruth Monter, Gerald Monter
remembered by Marilyn Monter
Eve and Moe Schwartz, Renee and Naim Mooallem, Saul Mooallem
remembered by Suzanne and Jack Mooallem

Michael (Mickey) Tarnopol, Gladys and Isadore Moore, Charlotte Tarnopol, Lillian Lichtenstein, Ralph and Lorraine Goldberger, Lawrence Goldberger, Jeffrey Silverman, Jim Runsdorf, Glenn Kesselhaut, Erica Tishman remembered by Lori, David, Nicholas and Jami Moore

Elias and Etty Moradoff, Louis and Edith Pinchuk, Leonard Schulsinger, Rudolph Wilkenfeld, Gilda Gordon, Paul Friedel, Ivan Moradoff
remembered by Fran Moradoff

Ivan Moradoff
remembered by The Moradoff Family - Fran, Mara, Toby, Kari, Craig, Marc, David, Eric, Elan, Gillian, Ariel, Bailey, Elliott, and Hailey

Zo Moradpour, my husband; Erich and Susi Siegel, my parents; Ruth Levy, my sister; Michael Nussbaum, my cousin
remembered by Anne Moradpour

Herbert Morrison, my father; Lila R. Morrison, my mother
remembered by Nan J. Morrison

Esther Kasle Jones, Ben Jones, Jonah B. Morse, Rebecca Ruth Morse
remembered by Linda and Edward Morse

Irene Davidson, Elinor DeVore, Jean Lloyd, David Lloyd, Sr.
remembered by Meg Mortimer and David Lloyd

Harry Moskowitz, Rose Moskowitz, Alex Iskowitz, May Iskowitz, Samuel Moskowitz, Ruth Moskowitz, Clara Gurin, George Gurin, Morris Weitz, Fannie Weitz, Janet Weitz
remembered by Carole and Howard Moskowitz

remembered by Jane Marx Moss and M. Robert Moss, Maggie and Ira Levy

Martin Mutterperl, Muriel Mutterperl, Howard Borson, Charlotte Borson, James Borson
remembered by Nancy and William Mutterperl

Wayne A. Myers, MD
remembered by Joanne Myers, Blake Myers, Tracy Myers

In loving memory of Melvin David Nacht
remembered by The Nacht Family

Leon M. Nad, Irving Nad, Esther Nad, Charles David Damsky, Gertrude Lutzer Damsky
remembered by Charlotte Nad

Malcolm Nanes, Richard Nanes, Howard Nanes, Maurice and Sarah Jaffe, Sol and Elizabeth Nanes, Esther Oberlander, Bert Jaffe
remembered by Alice Nanes

Sylvia Dembeck, Wanda Dembeck, Benjamin Dembeck
remembered by Louise E. Dembeck Neeman

Barry Neilinger, Helen Feltman, Marvin Feltman
remembered by Dorey Neilinger and family

Gerard Neimetz, Denise Simon, Dyna Arm, Berthe Grynkorn, Vera De Souza Lawrence, Patrick De Souza Lawrence, Aline and Gilles Gluckmann, Anna Maria Quiteria DeSouza, Albert Trindade, Joan DeSouza
remembered by Mr. Jean Marc and Margaret-Ann Neimetz
remembered by L. Mark Nelson

In loving memory of Daniel Z. Nelson and Eleanor S. Nelson
remembered by Anita and Robert Nelson

Abram and Ida Nissenbaum, Alvin and Charlotte Neugeboren
remembered by Sylvia and Mark Neugeboren

Dr. Robert Stephen Ehret
remembered by Newhouse and Ehret Families

Chezna Newman, Lawrence Newman, Pearl Hoffman, Abraham S. Hoffman, Iona Siegel
remembered by Mark Newman

David Newman
remembered by Caryn and Hope Newman

In loving memory of Marian and Benjamin Schuster
remembered by Marla Schuster Nissan, Benjamin and Gregory Nissan

Bradley Nitkin, Seymour Weiner, Beatrice Weiner, Alexander Nitkin
remembered by The Nitkin Family

Alex Benjamin Norris, Beatrice Mellitz, Jacob Mellitz
remembered by Ronald and Fredi Norris

Jean Nussbaum and Bud Nussbaum
remembered by Andrew and Darcy Nussbaum

David Oliner, Beatrice and Daniel Swyer, Lloyd Swyer
remembered by Barbara Oliner

In memory of our dear family members who live in our hearts forever: Ruth and Sam Leshinsky, Lillian and Joe Leshinsky, Anna and William Leshinsky, Irving and Betty Henigsbluth, Gertrude and Benjamin Henigsbluth, Wayne Olmstead.
remembered by Carol and Tom Olmstead

Alfred Olonoff, Myrna Ardythe Gelfman
remembered by Jill and Howard Olonoff

Annette and Stephen Oppenheim, Julian Wiener, Steph Oppenheim
remembered by Ellen and Jeffrey Oppenheim, Jamie and Jesse Oppenheim, Kara and Simon Gerson

Esther Oppenheim, Ellis Oppenheim, Sr., Jo Anne Schneider, Norman Schneider
remembered by Lois and Ellis Oppenheim

Pauline Oppenheim, George Oppenheim, Florence Morduchay, Clara Gold, B. Peter Gold
remembered by Melvyn Oppenheim

Parents, Gussie and Max Genser; Husband, Paul L. Orringer; Husband, Arthur Sherr; Sister, Ruth Nemerofsky
remembered by Shelly Orringer-Sherr

Cele and Phil Ostroff, Sylvia and Harry Goldstein
remembered by Nancy and Richard Ostroff

I. Rhoda and Jerome Graff, Lynn and Gerald Ostrow
remembered by Carol Ostrow, Michael Graff and Family

Harold Oelbaum, Doris Rothkopf, Harry Rothkopf, Kate Rothkopf, Samuel Rothkopf, Elizabeth Zirinsky, Harry Zirinsky, Betty Oelbaum, Max Oelbaum, Sylvia Mogelof, Miriam Wolfe, Florence Friedman, Barbara Cohen, Evelyn Kossoy
remembered by Nancy Oelbaum
Estelle and Ben Sommers, Lon Palmer, Barbara Zinberg, Edna Shannon, Matthew Shannon, Suzanne Clark Daniels, beloved parents and grandparents; Harris Sufian, Jeff Barclay, dear friends
remembered by Debbie and Shelly Palmer, Jared, Brent and Kimberly Shannon, Alexis and Andrew, Emma and Lily Zinberg

Nettie Parisi, Sam Parisi, Patrick O’Connor remembered by Lenard Parisi and Michael O’Connor

Michael Parnes, late husband; Lillian Klevans, mother; Samuel Klevans, father remembered by Judith K. Parnes

Harold Pass, Goldie Pass, Irving Pass, Sylvia Samek, Murray Samek, Steven Samek remembered by Ettalee Pass

Harold M. Pegler remembered by Cynthia R. Pegler, MD

Sharon Peikin, Joan Misher remembered by The Peikin Family

Helen Lewis, Milton Lewis, Israel Harris, Steven Lewis, Gary Lewis, Freddy Lewis, Jacob Balick, Lillian Balick, Howard Chivian remembered by Emily Lewis Penn and Michael J. Balick

remembered by Ruth Perelson and Family, Lois and Stewart Perelson Gross, Hannah, Sarah, Benjamin, Lila and Keith Adwar, Mikaela and Julia

Irving Perkins, Sophie Perkins, David Bloom, Paula Bloom remembered by Brian and Lois Perkins

In memory of our beloved mothers, Edythe Kahn and Janet Heaney remembered by Joleen and Arthur Perlman

Edmund Perwien remembered by Mark Perwien and Laurie Goodman

Ann Petroff remembered by Martin and Daniel Petroff

Delores Picquet, Oliver Picquet remembered by Karen Picquet

William Barasch, Morris Plevan, Helen Plevan, Jeffrey Plevan, Bettina Barasch remembered by Betsy and Ken Plevan
Our hearts are filled with everlasting love and memories of Bella Zemel, Joseph Zemel, Linda Blatt, Harry Rother, Brenda Pliskin, Irving Pliskin, David Pliskin, Sylvia Pliskin, and Muriel Deutsch. remembered by Vicki Rother Pliskin, Jordan Muraskin, Isabel Lerer, Cassia Muraskin, Blake Muraskin, Brooke, Jordan, Hayden and Hudson Vogel, Kurt Pliskin, Jeffery, Jodi, Richard Pliskin and their Families; Adam, Stuart, Julie Emma and Lily

Eloise Briskin and Rose Podolsky remembered by Richard and Diana Podolsky

Seymour Podorowsky, Florence Podorowsky, Sophie Bloom, Esther Goor, Leon Podorowsky, George Warner, Jay Podorowsky, Marleen Denney, Debbie Bull remembered by Gary Podorowsky

Pauline Polevoy, Harry Polevoy, Bernice G. Tally, Charles H. Tally, William G. Tally remembered by Nancy, Martin, Jason and John Polevoy

Our wonderful parents Lillian and William Greenwald, Herbert and Irene Polk remembered by Debra and Benjamin Polk

Fred Pomerantz, Gerta Pomerantz, Geoffrey Davis, Daniel Herman, Beatrice Fishman, Natalie Herman, Paul Grainsky, Bea Herman remembered by John and Laura Pomerantz

In loving memory of my parents, Claire and Morris Charney; Jack Lipman, beloved husband and father; Rae and Hyman Post, parents of Bernard G. Post. remembered by Jane and Bernard Post

Rose and Henry Poster, Herbert and Rosalie Greenberg, Aaron and Sadie Brown, Louis and Bessie Solowey, Chaim and Rose Poster, David Newman, Bertram Schaffner, Simon Digby, Leonidas Goulndris, Mahmood Diba, Anthony Gardner, Adrian Maynard, Jon Eric Mendelson, Jill Rosen, William Peter Kosmas, Elliott Eisman remembered by Robert and Amy Poster

Bella Prager Apper, Irving Prager, Pauline Benjamin, Isidore Benjamin, Benjamin Benjamin, Beatrice Rothman, Sidney Jampole remembered by Francine and Sheldon Prager

In Loving Memory of Miriam Price and Irving Price remembered by Susan Price

Lester Schechter, June Schechter, Milton Protass, Mae Protass, Byrdie Lewin, Julia Schechter, Morris Schechter, Joyce Protass, Harvey Protass, Howard Jacoby remembered by Carolyn, Steven and Melissa Protass

Laurence Bernstein, Sherwin Radin and Stacey Radin remembered by Radin Family

Reuben Dick, Pauline Dick, Simon Rappoport, Ruth Rappoport, Renee Snyder, Andrew S. Witkoff remembered by Stanley and Marcella Rappoport

David Raskin remembered by Jackie Weiss and Greg Raskin

Barbara Ratner, Myron Ratner, Sherman Eidelman remembered by Nancy and Joel Ratner and family
Ben Raven, Anne Raven, Muriel Tackel, Julius Tackel, Jane B. Lewis, Mark Lewis
remembered by Martin Tackel and Abbe Raven

Ida Reich, Beloved Mother; Jewel Glatzer, Beloved Mother; Esther and Morris Reigrod, Barbara and Abraham Reich, Patrick Canecchia, Sarah and Max Glatzer, Leah and Abraham Jacobson; Mark Glatzer, Beloved Father; Allan Adelstein; Isidore Alan Reich, Beloved Father; Steven Meller; Chester Gelband
remembered by Marti Reich and Jeffrey L. Glatzer

Ilona Gluck, Joseph Gluck
remembered by Barbara Gluck Reid

Belle and George Goldman, Ira Goldman, Diane and Irving Reife
remembered by Ross and Carol Reife

Herbert M. Rein, Madelyn Ann Cuba Halpern, Freda and Melville and Sarah Cuba, Ethel and Jack Rein, Frieda and Joseph Deutsch, Ida Koster and Wolff Kostakowsky, Mary and Samuel Cuba, Miriam and Israel Reinstein, Rebecca and Nathan Koster, Ruth Koster, Sam Fabrikant, Martha Wolkoff
remembered by Susan Lee Cuba Rein and Family

Our loving parents Ethel Klein and Bernard Resnik; and our loving grandparents Harry and Sadie Resnik, Samuel and Lillian Locker, Louis and Anna Klein and Irving and Adeline Weller
remembered by Erica and Scott Resnik

Ruth and Daniel Dancik, Michael Dancik, Nicholas Dancik, Sonia and Morris Resnick, Mark Resnick, Mary and Irving Goldstein, Jean Uzick, Jonathan Uzick
remembered by Micah, April, Lana and Eli Resnick

Warren M. Rich, Albert Winer, Pearl Winer
remembered by Patricia W. Rich

Nicholas Rieser
remembered by Ilene, Hannah and Lily Rieser

remembered by Margery and Stephen Riker

Rosalind Roberts, Roberta Broner Cohen, Norman G. Cohen, Edward R. Roberts
remembered by Nancy Cohen Roberts and Marc Roberts

Saundra J. Roberts, Doris and Joseph Roberts, Ruth and Sam Stern, Marvin Loewenberger, Fred Stern
remembered by Rabbi Janet Roberts and Dr. Eric Stern, Dr. Joanna Stern and Jeremy Loewenberger, Jeremy Stern and Tracy Ogin

Ruth and Hal Roffe, Amanda Weinlein, Henrietta DeLuca, David Zurak
remembered by Anna Deluca Roffe and Andrew Roffe

Helen Pessin, Robert Sudy
remembered by Rita Roffe

Kay Ronson, Yvette Levy, Bill Ronson, Murray Ronson, Irwin Rinson, Morris Levy
remembered by Harold Ronson

Bess Salzman, Sam Salzman, Fay Rose, Phillip Rose, Jerome Rose, Florence Figatner, Alan M. Figatner
remembered by Maxine, Allan, and Francesca Rose

Lillian and George Rosenthal, Shirley and Morris Roseman
remembered by Caren and Barry Roseman

David G. Sacks, my husband
remembered by Marcella Rosen

Pincus Cashman, Dorothy T. Cashman, Albert Rosenberg, Bernice S. Rosenberg, Else Rosenberg
remembered by Frank Rosenberg and Alice Cashman
Marty Rosenblum, Evis Cedeno
remembered by Annette and Matthew Rosenblum

Robert Glasser, Norma Dickman, Kay Goldstein
remembered by Kim and Jeff Rosenstock

Michael Albert Rosenbluth
remembered by Adam Rosenbluth

David G. Ross, Elsie Broth, Sam Broth, Bertha Goldfeld, Arline Schill, Seymour B. Goldfeld and Edward S. Reich, Jay M. Salkin
remembered by Marcia and Arnold Ross

Alfred Ledekramer, Edward Ledekramer, Bernice Ross, Sydney Ross
remembered by Daniel and Jade Ross

Helen Kriegel, Simon Kriegel, Rachel Rosenman, Norman Rosenman, Florence Fischer
remembered by Dara and Alexander Ross

Bruce H. Roswick, Hy Smilow, Sue Smilow, Dorothy Roswick, William J. Roswick
remembered by Melanie, William and John Roswick

Florence Roth, Sol Roth, Frank Lipp, Bernice Lipp, loving parents of Ellen and Paul, grandparents of Jessica and Stefanie; Donald Lipp and Francine Lipp, loving brother and sister-in-law of Ellen and uncle and aunt of Stefanie and Jessica; Carole Hans, older sister of Ellen; Lauren Neuborne, cherished friend.
remembered by Ellen and Paul Roth

Elsye Rothschild, Leonard Sellinger, Dr. Edmund O. Rothschild March 16, 2011, Jesse Rothschild (Grandfather of Jesse Rothschild)
May 26, 1979
remembered by Stephanie, Charles and Jesse Rothschild

Daniel Zuckerman, father of Laura; Gail I. Zuckerman, sister of Laura; and Lilo and Fred Rothschild, parents of Peter
remembered by Laura, Peter and Jennifer Rothschild

Lawrence Ruben, Gerry I. Gottlieb, Hannah and Morris Shore, Rhonda Gottlieb
remembered by Jan Ruben

remembered by Judy Rubin, Andrew Rubin, Jennifer and Gary Rothschild

Burton R. Rubin, Joseph Stein, Marcelle Stein, Carole S. Geler, Jack Rubin, Muriel Rubin, Ivan Rubin, Marilyn Mestel
remembered by Suzanne Rubin

Ethel Herman, Abe Herman, Ruth Rubinstein, Phil Rubinstein, Etta Herman
remembered by Alice Herman and Arthur Rubinstein

Irene and Benjamin Rubinstein, Bernice and David Hecht
remembered by Blair and John Rubinstein

Gloria Jordan, Benjamin Rubinstein, Irene Rubinstein, Nahum Krikun
remembered by Kerry and Rabbi Peter J. Rubinstein
Lewis Rudin
remembered by The Rudin Family: Rachel, Beth, Ophelia, William, Kyle, Samantha, Michael, Carlton, Firooz, Sabrina, Sarah, David, Elle, Jackson, Ginger Lew, Lukey, Dylan, Graydon
Lois Salesky, David Salesky, Harry Salesky, Jack Rudin
remembered by Susan Rudin

Albert Saferstein, Bill Saferstein, Paula Landy, Norman Saferstein
remembered by Lana and David Saferstein

Philip Salmansohn, Elsie Salmansohn, Bill Goode
remembered by Susan Salmansohn

Judy Hotchkiss, Pauline and Harry Hotchkiss, Charles Hotchkiss, Ruth and Ben Fradkin, Irving Salth, Bella and Morris Salth, Thelma and Abraham Somerspitz, Arnold Somers, Lillian Hoff, Sandi Johnson
remembered by Dr. Hilary Hotchkiss, Rabbi Maurice Salth, and Caleb Salth

Haron Saltoun, Violet Saltoun, David Seiler, Shirley Seiler
remembered by Munir and Jane Saltoun

Phyllis Samuels, Debra Samuels Greenberg, Richard Samuels, Pauline and Irving Ceranka, Ethel and Bernard Saltz
remembered by Jessica and David Samuels

Ronald Sanders, Beloved Husband; Esther and George Gingold, Beloved Parents
remembered by Beverly Sanders

Jane Engelberg, Abraham Lipkind, Esther Lipkind, Daniel Sanders, Lesley Sanders, Millie Sanders, Sam Sanders, Vivian Sanders, Wolf Sanders, Leonard Spring, Daniel Simon, and Henry Simon
remembered by Steven A. Sanders and Madelyn Simon

Libbie R. Saslaw, Irving M. Saslaw, David Rosenberg, Jennie Rosenberg, Sarah Saslaw, Max Saslaw
remembered by Edward Saslaw

Jed David Satow, Fred A. Pechter, Melissa S. Pechter, Joseph Satow, Sylvia Satow
remembered by Donna and Phillip Satow

Belle Temkin Saxe, Jacob Mendel Saxe, Nathan Yale Temkin, Sarah Temkin Felder, Deborah B. Green, Adelle N. Port, Shirley Steinhauser, Noah T. Saxe
remembered by Minna Saxe

With fond memories of Helen Kurtz, James Slater, Linda Gordon
remembered by Katherine Sayer

Edith and Joseph Schaeffer
remembered by Janis Schaeffer, Scott and Brian Farber

In loving memory of Coralye Lane, Robert Lane, Maxine Schaffran and Leonard Schaffran
remembered by Laurie Lane Schaffran and Charles Schaffran

Beatrice Katcef, Leon Katcef, Arlene Fulghum, Herma Jacobs, William Scheffer
remembered by Lenore and Steve Scheffer

Sarah Baruch, Earl Schiff, Melvin Lippman, Harriet Lippman, Harry Alpert, Pauline Alpert
remembered by Susan and Bob Schiff

Rebecca Weiner
remembered by Trudy and Marvin Schlachter

Estelle and Irving Schlissel, Florence, Joseph, Jonathan and Martha Kottler
remembered by Theodore Schlissel and Debora Grobman

Bernice Schloss, Eugene Arons, Kirk Schloss
remembered by Dr. Steven Joseph Schloss and Ms. Roni Joan Schloss
Elazar Pedhazur, Geula Pedhazur, Benjamin Schmelkin, Selma Schmelkin remembered by Alan and Liora Schmelkin
Matthew Rosen and Barbara Salken, Anne and Jack Rosen, Lorraine and Seymour Schneidman remembered by Margie and Richard Schneidman and Family
Ben Schnitzer remembered by Anne and Alan Schnitzer
Rose Schoenfeld, Dorothea Schoenfeld, Leon Schoenfeld, Leo Shapiro, Zara Shapiro, Nancy Hirsch, Wally Hirsch, David Schoenfeld, Rosalie Anixter, Marilyn Cohen remembered by Jeffrey Schoenfeld
Alfred Schonberger, Joseph Schonberger, Blanche Aronow, Nathaniel Pellis, Lydia Pellis, Jean Pellis, Ruben Pellis, Samuel Schreibman, Millie Schreibman, Peggy Mahon remembered by Carole Schonberger
Samuel Schreibman, Millie Schreibman, Peggy Mahoney, Lisa Schreibman, Seymour Schreibman, Marilyn Schreibman, Melvin Schreibman, Nathaniel Brewster Broder remembered by Cindy Schreibman, Leslie Long, Bradley Saveth, Hugh Broder
Arnold Monte Schrier and Thelma Charlotte Schrier, beloved parents of John Schrier, Kathy Norman and Shifra Newman. Robert W. Foster, beloved husband of Marcia Foster and father of Patricia and Adam Foster. remembered by Mr. John Schrier
Helen Acker Schulman, Edward Joseph Schulman, Murray L. Cohen remembered by David Cohen and Erica Schulman
Eugene M. Schwartz, Gladys and Louis Gibson remembered by Barbara S. Schwartz

David L. Schwartz, loving father and husband, you are always in our hearts. Also, Isadore and Sally Schnitzer, Alan Schnitzer, Frances and Louis Morrison, Gina Genel, Marge Engel. remembered by Nancy R. Schwartz
Herman and Belle Schwartz, Charlotte Schwartz, Max and Ruth Zweben, Molly Schwartz, Sam Shafizadeh remembered by Jean Schwartz
Loving Parents, Sylvia and Sam Hagendorf; Eva and Harry Schwartz; Loving Sister, Kayla Schwartz; Loving Friend, Jay Weiss; Beloved, Loving Brother Scott Hagendorf remembered by Sheryl and Barry K. Schwartz
Morton Schwimmer, Beloved Husband and Father remembered by Jackie Schwimmer, George (and Kathy), and David (and Katherine)
Lawrence T. Scuder, Sally and Benjamin Becker, Helen and Sol Scuder, Rebecca and Harold Berman, Lauren Eales remembered by Amanda Scuder
Samuel Seeman, Beatrice Seeman Chernick, Stephen Seeman, Arthur Ratner, Laura Ratner remembered by Jay and Felice Seeman
Fritzie Segal, William N. Segal, Chester C. Moss remembered by Ronnie and Andrew Segal
Howard Segal, Rose Katz, Benjamin Katz, Sally Katz remembered by Ronnee Segal
Samuel Segan, Ethel Lerner Segan Prete remembered by Alan J. Segan
Melvin Sendrovitz, Avram Miron, Sidney Sendrovitz, Sandi Sendrowitz, Elaine Winuk remembered by David Sinclair and Howard Sendrovitz
Syd and Harry Senior, Carole Sarnoff, Marty and Harriet Halperin, Hyman Simon, Celia Weiss, Yetta and Morris Halperin remembered by Rona and Norman Senior, Jennifer Senior, Ken Senior

Howard M. Feldman, William and Katherine Rosenfeld, Evelyn Reimer, Gary Brown, and Betty Abrams remembered by Joel and Debbie Shaffer man

Dorothee Shankman, mother; Benjamin Shankman, father; Helen Shenkman, aunt; and Steven Solomon, cousin. remembered by Jeffrey Shankman

Louis J. Naftalison, Hannah Naftalison, Sandor Terker, Bertha Terker, Irvin Shapiro, Rose Sobel remembered by Diana Shapiro

Helen K. Carr, Leonard D. Carr, Fred Shapiro, Etta Ribbler, Gertrude Carr, Samuel Carr, Esther Kaplowitz, Harry Kaye remembered by Harvey and Anita Shapiro

Aaron Shapiro, Diana Shapiro, Daniel Isaacson, Jesse Rabinowitz, Florence Weiner, Louis Weiner, Thelma Isaacson, Lonni Leavitt Cacchione remembered by Jane and Warren Shapiro

James H. (Jim) Silberman, my dear husband remembered by Selma Shapiro (Silberman)

Alan R. Shapiro, Bernard and Barbara Shapiro, Eva and Frank Shapiro, Buck and Lil Stern, Gittel Silverberg, Pearl and Gershon Taitelbaum, Helen and Sam Silverberg remembered by Shonni Silverberg and John Shapiro

Our beloved parents, Sidney J. Sharfstein and Beverly Z. Sharfstein; June Goldwasser and Nathan Goldwasser remembered by Jill and Howard Sharfstein

Selma Appledorf, Joseph Appledorf, Zelda Feldshuh Bogart, Jacob Jay Bogart remembered by Dr. Elizabeth A. Sharpless and Dr. Bruce I. Bogart

Dr. Howard Axelrod, husband, father, and grandfather; Paul Shein, husband, father and grandfather remembered by Erica, Michael, Andrew and Jason Shein

Gussie and Henry Sherman, May and Oscar Piskin, Irwin Piskin, Bessie and Hyman Piskin, Abraham Marks remembered by Pauline and Milton Sherman

Rhoda Shivers, Everett Earl Endicott, Patricia Ann Endicott, Ellen J. Shivers remembered by Sandra and Jed Shivers

Renee Ramansky remembered by Matthew Philip Shotkin


Jack Zeitlin, beloved father; Ruth Siegel, dear mother; Paul Siegel, beloved father remembered by Ronnie Zeitlin-Siegel and Lloyd Siegel

To our dear parents, grandparents and great-grandparents Shirley and Martin Markman and Ida and Leo Siegel; sister Beverly Levy; sister Roberta Witt; brother-in-law Bernard Levy; uncle Herbert Janof; dear friend David Newman; and beloved aunt and uncle Cynthia and Stanley Gingold. remembered by Marcia and Irwin Siegel and family
Rose Figueroa-Zweifler
remembered by Stephen Leonardo Silva

Charlotte Silverberg, dearest of women, my beloved life companion for 67 years
remembered by Michael Silverberg

We lovingly remember Nanny Evelyn Berman; Grandma Belle Rose; Grandpa Samuel Wechsler; Grandma Ella Wechsler; Beloved Father, Daniel Glickman; wonderful Uncles Larry Appel and Frederick Rose; cherished Aunts Sandy and Natalie Appel; our beloved Papa Robert Geffen; and most special Nanny and mother Barbara Glickman.
remembered by Amy and Jeffrey Silverman

Gerard Silverman, Ben Gardner, Sylvia Gardner
remembered by Carol R. Silverman


Elizabeth Leah Sinaiko, Marvin Rosenthale and Barbara Rosenfeld
remembered by Jessica and Stephen Sinaiko

Nettie and Meyer Singerman, Sara and Max Yorkowitz, Isaac and Harry Yorkowitz, Millie Yorkowitz, Diana and Herman Einsohn, Bertha and David Mottel
remembered by Geri and Martin Singerman

Philip and Esther Sirulnick, Jacob and Dora Levin, Joseph and Marcy Sirulnick, Charles and Ann Finley
remembered by Jill and Sanford Sirulnick

Sally Blaufeld Volkman, Rabbi Samuel Volkman, Helen A. Blaufeld, Walter N. Blaufeld, Walter N. Blaufeld, Jr., Esther R. Volkman, Rabbi Aaron Volkman, Martha Skloot, George Skloot, Phylis Skloot Bamberger
remembered by The Skloot Family

Elsie K. Sloate, Kalman Sloate, Roberta Sloate, Martin B. Sloate, Maury Leone
remembered by Laura J. Sloate

Max and Dorothy Slonim, parents of Howard; Myer and Fannie Galpern, parents of Paula; Mary Bernstein, aunt of Paula; Valya and Rostislav Romanenko, cousins of Howard
remembered by Paula and Howard Slonim

Belle and Leon Grill, Marsha and Alex Smith, Celia, William and Harry Rosman
remembered by Judith Smith and Neil Grill

Suzanne Schepps, Peggy and Leonard Shachnow, Roberta Sloate, Philip and Doris Smith
remembered by Linda Jane Smith

In loving memory of Harvey Snyder, William and Beulah Rokeach, Sidney and Rose Snyder
remembered by Abbie Rokeach Snyder

Pauline and Isaac Sobel, Estelle and Herbert Koh, Manuel M. Sobel, Elliot Isaac Sobel, Lawerence Koh, Judy Sobel
remembered by Myra and Charles A. Sobel

Irving, beloved husband; Lillian and Harry Barnett, Anna and Abraham Sorin, Leonard Goldstein, Benjamin and Adele Sorin, Herbert Matava, Denise Matava-Hoffenden, Selma and Leonard Goldstein, Rose Feldman
remembered by Sylvia Sorin

Herbert K. Spear, Patricia A. Spear, Florence Greenhut
remembered by Karen C. Spear
Ernest and Germaine Speyer
Remembered by Katherine G. Farley and Jerry I. Speyer

Ellen Kay Schwartz, Perry Spiro, Rita Spiro
remembered by Edward Spiro

Roberta (Bobbi) Silver
remembered by Jules Spotts

Edith and Ben Luckom, Rita and Joseph Nurnberg, Irving and Belle Bedell
remembered by Carolyn, Scott, Lindsay, and Ben Spungin

Charlotte Weisberg, Jack Harris, Celia Spurr, Alfred Spurr, Susan Spurr
remembered by Marc and Helen Spurr

Ruth Stangler, George Stangler, Preston Niemi
remembered by Ronnie S. Stangler, M.D.

Max Steiger, Fryma Steiger, Judith Stark, Bernard Stark, Marty Ronsen, Rachel Steiger, Dorothy Glasgow, Paul Glasgow, Bradford Stark, Leonard Stark
remembered by Eva Stark

Norm Weiss, Ick Himoff, Helen Himoff, Celia Starkman, Harold Starkman, Janet Liebman
remembered by Mr. Josh Weiss and Ms. Amy Starkman

Anna Himoff, Morris Himoff, Helen Himoff, Ick Himoff, Celia Starkman, Harold Starkman, Hinda Starkman, Hyman Starkman, Hazel Weisbecker, John Axelrod, Flora Levy, Louis Levy
remembered by Eve and James Starkman

Nathan and Ethyl Altwerger, beloved grandparents; Sam and Rose Starr, beloved parents and grandparents; Ida Berkowitz, beloved aunt; and Roz and Barnet Epstein, beloved parents and grandparents
remembered by Allan, Barbara, Erica, Valentina and Laura Starr; Josh Weitz; Michael and Jaycee Shindler

Amy Stecher, Alan Dubinsky
remembered by Robyn Stecher

Jesse Dunitz, Rose Gordon Dunitz, Fannie Kopald Stein, Harry Meyer Stein
remembered by Joshua, Helaina and Julia Stein

Dora and Harry Dimond, Evelyn and William Stein
remembered by Marcia and Myron Stein

Everett J. Steinberg, Louis Steinberg, Essie Steinberg, Jacob M. Burdow, Rose W. Burdow, Herbert W. Burdow
remembered by Jeremy Steinberg

Lois Quinto Steinhardt, David Wolf Steinhardt, Ethel Margules, Elsie Flicker Leifer, Milton J. Leifer. And we add the name of our beloved father and grandfather, Hank Margules, who passed away this year.
remembered by Susan Margules and John Steinhardt, David Steinhardt and A. Logan Steinhardt, with love

Henry Steinhardt, Helen Steinhardt, Ira Constad, Naomi Tratman, Joseph Tratman, Al Donnenberg, Sylvia Constad
remembered by Wendy and Lawrence Steinhardt

Rita Kaffal, Edwin Kaftal
remembered by Marilyn and Marshall Steinman

Bennett Silver, Deborah Silver, Helen Simon, Hyman Sterman
remembered by Ann and Paul Sterman

David Kahn, Betty Stern Green, Lenard Stern, Libby and Irving Schwartz, Arthur Kerstein, Barry Fishman, Jacob and Anita Fishman, Jonathan Porte, Audrey Porte Trager, Lee Trager, Gail Lenvin, Roselyn Kerstein
remembered by Susan and Jeffrey Stern, Janna and Michael Stern, Amanda and Peter Stern

Louis Stern, father; Philip Stern, uncle; Hannah Stern, mother
remembered by Jill and Marc Stern
Bill Stern, Rebecca and Max Tischler, Carmen Rey, Mike Ellis
remembered by Jody and David Stern

Donald Zinn, devoted husband to Rhoda Zinn for over sixty years of marriage, beloved father of Stephanie and David, loving grandfather to Joshua Stiefel, Dana and Jessica Zinn
remembered by Robert Cohen and Stephanie J. Stiefel

Carl Stitzer, Rita Stitzer
remembered by Jill and Alan Stitzer

Herbert Bienstock, Goldie Stoller, Louis Stoller, Maxine Stoller
remembered by Madeline Stoller

Andrew Strasser, Bernie Fabrikant, Elayne Fabrikant, Eleanor Strasser
remembered by Jane and Peter Strasser

Lothar Strauss, husband; Neil Trachtenberg, son; Rhoda Brier, sister; Dorothy Gilman, mother; Debra Ballard, daughter-in-law; Marianna Neustadt, friend; Michelle Temares, niece; Arlene Taubman, friend; Nette Stecher, aunt; Rubin Reich, grandfather; Molly Reich, grandmother; Edward Falk, brother; Arlene Orenstein, cousin; Terri Rich, cousin; Allyson Rich, cousin
remembered by Laura Strauss

Harold Strom, Dolly Strom, Harry Simon, Dorothy Simon, Donald Simon, Lawrence Simon
remembered by Barbara and Milton Strom

Beaty Doniger, William Doniger, Dorothy Simon, Harry Simon, Dolly Strom, Harold Strom, Arlyne Title, Herbert Title
remembered by Nicole Doniger Strom and Jon Strom

Theresa B. Stuchiner, A. Martin Stuchiner, Richard Stuchiner, Frank and Annette Berlin, Katy and Gedalia Stuchiner, Nathaniel Berlin, George Berlin
remembered by Ann and Sara Stuchiner

David Sucherman, Bertha Sucherman, Carl Leff, Eleanor Leff
remembered by Betsy Miller and Stuart Sucherman

Sam and Mary Daily, Harry and Helene Susman, Karen H. Susman, Gordon Spencer, Dora Spencer, Ben Spencer, Carol Spencer, Dorothy Hyman, Stephen Daily Susman
remembered by Ellen Susman and family

Leslie Susser, Jean Krakower
remembered by Jennifer and Robert Susser

George Cohen, Minnie Sussman, Doris and Lothar Weichsel, Helen Cohen, Barry Schwartz
remembered by Jodi and Andrew Sussman

Minnie Sussman, Doris Weichsel, Lothar Weichsel, Helen Cohen, and Barry Schwartz with our love and fondest memories.
remembered by Marion and Gerald Sussman

Marcia Sussman, Mildred and Joseph Lefkowitz, Henrietta and Haskell Alter, Betty and Herman Soloway, Vicki Sussman and Bernie Grief
remembered by Melissa, Jeffrey, Zachary, and Madison Sussman

Alyson Rich, Terri Rich
remembered by Bonnie and Nicolas Swerdloff

Otto and Rose Schorrman
remembered by Joan Swift

Robert J. Swig, Judith Swig Parker, Marcia Hove Swig, Melvin M. Swig, Benjamin H. Swig, Dolores J. Swig, Lillian Burg, Harold Burg, Jim Runsdorf, Rabbi Alvin Fine
remembered by Kent, Jennifer, Simon and Oliver Swig
Sonia Shabason and Leon Shabason
remembered by Helen Shabason and Lena and Paul Szeto

In loving memory of Frieda C. Tabak, Abraham S. Tabak, Barbara Berger
remembered by Ronald Tabak

Sophie Talkow, Dorothy Talkow, Sam Talkow, Zelda Tessler, Morris Tessler
remembered by Gloria and Philip Talkow

Walter Tanenbaum, Estelle Pyenson
Louis Pyenson
remembered by Barbara Tanenbaum

Ann Tannenbaum, Morris Tannenbaum, Harry Gelb, Sam Gelb
remembered by Helen Tannenbaum

Albert Newman, Pauline Tanner, Irving Tanner, Benjamin Farkas, Ellen Farkas
remembered by Nicki and Harold Tanner

Harold E. Berson, Florence Berson, Mark Lebowitz
remembered by Danielle, Olivia, Denise, and Mitchell Tanzman

Mickey Tarnopol, Lillian and Lester Lichtenstein, Charlotte Tarnopol, Gladys
and Isadore Moore, Sande and Donald Boas, Dorothy Levy and Marc Lustgarten, Erica
Tishman, Beverly Frank
remembered by Lynne Tarnopol

Philip Gruen, Dorothy Gruen, Barbara Taub, Harold Taub
remembered by Deirdre and Marc Taub

Charles Burd, Freda Burd, Arthur Dym, Harriet Dym, Michele Dym, Dick Leeds
remembered by Mitchell and Karen Tenzer

Louis E. Marshall, Helen B. Marshall, Morris Tepper, Irene Tepper, May Brandt, Shirley
Brandt, David Marks, Susan Levin Tepper, Martin B. Tepper, Dorothy Brandt
remembered by Jessica Marshall and Jerrold Tepper

Allen Greenwald, Barbara Terowsky, Herbert Terowsky
remembered by Lauren and Lewis Terowsky

Arthur Thal, Rose Thal, Morris Rabinowitch, Thera Rabinowitch
remembered by Lennard and Linda Thal

Beverly and Sheldon Thaler
remembered by Melinda Thaler; Beverly, Ava, and Emmett Milberg

Jacob Thomas, Hilda Thomas
remembered by Michael Thomas and Joyce Thomas

In memory of Frank and Pauline Brilliant, Joseph and Leah Luria, John L. Thompson,
Mary Edlo Thompson, Rae Davenport, Ronni Leopold, Irma Resnick, Melvin
Brilliant, Leonard Luria, and Peggy Traub.
remembered by Livia and Tom Thompson

Laurence A. Tisch, Richard and Jean Rubenstein, Joan and Preston Robert Tisch,
Martin and Myra Cohn, Audrey Cohn, Al and Sayde Tisch, Joseph and Rose Stein, George
and Sylvia Lewis, Leo and Fan Rubenstein, and Jean and Harry Busch
remembered by Ann and Andrew Tisch

Erica Tishman, Sandy Lindenbaum, Marcia Tishman, Bill Tishman
remembered by Steven Tishman, Adam and Julia Tishman, Stuart and Ricki Tishman,
Julia Tishman and Adam Elias

Vera Togut, Louise Togut, Suzanne Kroll, Eli Abid
remembered by Laura Togut
Ann and Max Saltzman (parents), Sam and Fannie Holzman (grandparents), David Jhirad (best friend)
remembered by Dolores and Christopher Tomaino

Alan Greditor, Jessica Glick
remembered by Harlan and Marla Toplitzky, Annabelle and Benny

Jane Tranen, Donald Relkin, Beti Ruby Gluckin, Laurence Gluckin, Nicholas Gluckin, Jeanne Robinson, Richard Brenner, Susan Hoffman, Mildred and Arnold Tranen
remembered by Dina and Jeffrey Tranen

Harriet and Bernard Bernstein, Harvey Tweedy, Sadie and Sol Hoberman, Rose and Hyman Bernstein, Lillian and Edward Tweedy, Elizabeth and Charles Lichterman
remembered by Myra and Michael Tweedy and Family

In loving memory of Leonard Udolf, beloved husband of Eleanor; beloved father of Elise Udolf, Robert Udolf, Susan Goldenberg and Nancy Schwartz; beloved grandfather of 14.
remembered by Elise Udolf, Matthew, Andrew and Alexa Leopold

Beloved husband, Jack Ullmann; my father, Joseph Figatner; my mother, Antoinette Figatner; my mother-in-law, Irma Ullmann
remembered by Lucy, David and Nicole Ullmann

Jess Unger, Diane Unger
remembered by Harold M. Unger

Elinor Mazur
remembered by Blake, Scott, and Stella Vogel

Henry G. Friedman, Ruth Friedman, Samuel C. Vogel, Dorothy Vogel, Harriet Abrams, Jesse Vogel, Abe Abrams, Betty Hartenstein, Margie Vogel
remembered by Sherman and Jeanette Vogel

Celia B. Gruber, Morton Gruber, Bernard Volin
remembered by Judith Volin

Valentina Shestuck (grandmother), Vladmir Sukhin (father)
remembered by Victoria Vysotina

Loved, missed, and remembered always:
Alan Wagner, Blanche and Moriz Dreyfus, Belle and Joseph Wagner, Sally Kalish, Honey Dobrow, Richard Dobrow, Peter Goldsmith.
remembered by Martha, Susan, Liz and David Wagner

Eric Wagshal, Sophie Lipschitz, Lillian Wagshal, Benjamin Wagshal, Marc Wagshal, Ellie Loft, Arnold Loft, Harry Lipschitz, Rose Rodin, Philip Rodin
remembered by Emily and Steven Wagshal

Jacob Sklar, loving and devoted Father to Frada, grandfather to Johanna and Levi, great-grandfather to beautiful Bella, Zia, Rachel, and Ian Jacob; Jack Wallach, beloved husband of Frada, father of Johanna, Levi, David, Matthew, Ellen, and grandfather of beautiful Rachel, Bella, Zia, and Ian Jacob
remembered by Frada Wallach

Arleen Wallach, Betty Wallach, Louis Wallach, Anna Wilentz, Alexander Wilentz, Laurence Teicher, Suellen Globus
remembered by Henry, Lou and Allison, Charlie and Annie, Ty and Doryn, Tatum and Rex

David Elliot Warner, Michael A. Warner
remembered by Susan and Elizabeth Warner
Sadie and Morris Wasserman, Gertrude and Herbert Lehman remembered by Joan and Alvin Wasserman, Shira, Jason, Gaviella and Noam Wasserman, Michael Wasserman, and Matthew Wasserman

Our beloved husband and father, Sam Wasserman; our son and brother, Eric; grandparents, Walter and Ethel; and our dear friend Robert Drucker. remembered by Sandra Wasserman

Jerry Berman, Sidney Wasserman, Rae Wasserman, Susie Berman remembered by Zachary Wasserman

Ella and Samuel Wechsler, Carl N. Miller, Kathryn Smink, Priscilla Miller, Carol Pomerantz, Todd Miller remembered by Kate and Joel Wechsler

Edward Weil, Carol Zimmerman, Maurice Zimmerman remembered by Susan, David, Rachel, and Sarah Weil

Victor Weill, Bernice Weill, William Weil, Doris Weil, Susan Miller remembered by Nancy and Albert Weil

Richard Sherer Weil, Thomas O. Kolb Sr., Keven Ferrara, Darlene Kergan, Sarah Oppenheim remembered by Tess and Geoffrey Weil

Sidney Blatt Weinberg, Father; Diana Gotthelf Weinberg, Mother remembered by Fran Weinberg

Michael J. Weinberger, Rita and Sidney Immergut, Nora and Harry Weinberger, Perle, Jack and Glenn Hausfater, Gert and Lewis Smith, Larry Siegel, Judy Kay Siegel remembered by Molly, Peter, Neil, and Kent Weinberger

Michael J. Weinberger, Nora P. Weinberger, Harry M. Weinberger, Rita W. Immergut and Sidney Immergut remembered by Hazel I., David, Beth and Peter Weinberger

Geraldine (Gerri) Katz, loving mother and grandmother; Sol (Steve) Katz, beloved father and grandfather; Emma Katz and Abraham Katz; Martha and Sol Sobel, adored grandparents; Irving (Sonny) Weiner, beloved father and grandfather; Henrietta and David Brownstein, dear grandparents; Alan Brownstein, uncle; Harry Sobel, uncle; Gussie Hurwitz, aunt remembered with love by Amy, Craig and Spencer Weiner, Robert and Samuel Katz

Marc Finkelstein, Toby Weiner remembered by Kim, Craig, Kayley, and Ryan Weiner

In loving memory of Jason Moss, Dr. Howard A. Weiner and Phyllis L. Weiner, who will always stay in our hearts. remembered by Michael Weiner and Susan Moss, Cynthia Weiner and Gary Weinstein, and Jeffrey and Jeanne Weiner

Maurice Weingarten, Marion Weingarten, Eva Biederma remembered by Marc, Rita, Douglas, and Dana Weingarten

Hannah Cassel, Sidney Cassel, Dorothy Weinreich, Sidney Weinreich, Goldie Cassel, Robert Weinreich, Sylvia Cassel remembered by Diane and Howard Weinreich, Amy, Andrew and Pamela

Lucy and Kopel Weinstein, Susan Sklut, Marian and Joe Sherr, Becky and Carroll Rachefsky, Daniel Rachefsky, Yerachmiel Weinstein, Alan Tobin, Mary and Jack Tobin remembered by Lauri Weinstein
Isaac and Sarah Weinstein, Norman and Else Weinstein, Yvonne Weinstein, Mark and Bertha Weinstein remembered by Rochelle Weinstein

Honey Wolosoff - You are missed but your spirit lives on. remembered by Steve and Carolee Weinstein

Cantor Joseph Halevi Weisfogel, Mrs. Rose Weisfogel, Dr. Samuel Rubin, Mrs. Augusta Rubin, Dr. Jaret Wayne Weisfogel, Mr. Harlan Liss, Mrs. Suzanne Hastings Liss, Dr. Ester Weisfogel, Mrs. Yvetta Stiller, Dr. Matonah Weisfogel remembered by Jerry Weisfogel

Meyer “Mike” Steinberg, Jean Steinberg, Abraham “Ed” Weisman, Adam Henry Weisman, Dorothy Weisman Bolstein remembered by Carol and Michael Weisman

Roslyn Weisman, Gloria Levenstein, Harold Levenstein, Selvin Weisman remembered by Marcia and Mark Weisman

Gertrude Greenberg, Irving Greenberg, Betty Weiss, Edward Weiss remembered by Elaine and Bob Weiss

Lottie Weiss, Frank Weiss remembered by Lauren and Eric Weiss

Ethel and David Gershon, Sydelle and Seymour Weitzman, Bonnie and Warren Weitzman, Sara and Abe Wolbe remembered by Jane and Stuart Weitzman

Melvin Sloan, Lorin Wels, Gertrude Saracuse, David Saracuse remembered by Susan Wels

Bernard West, Lillian West, Milton West, Lillian Loewenthal, Siegfried Loewenthal, Milton Loewenthal remembered by Joyce West

Murray Westreich, Abraham Westreich, Hermina Westreich, Edythe Litwin remembered by Neil Westreich

Jerry and Emily Spiegel, Max and Alice Wilks, Philip and Betty Schapiro, Marlene Wilks, Louis Webber remembered by Lise Spiegel Wilks and Jeffrey Wilks

Pearl and Albert Winer, parents remembered by Carol Winer

Robert Wishner, Lorraine Wishner remembered by Connie Wishner and Robert Navarro

Harold Wolf, Edith Wolf, Olga Freeland remembered by Penny Wolf-Freeland and Family

Charles Slosberg and Mildred Slosberg remembered by Ellen and Joseph Wright


Leonard Harold Yablon
Lt. Colonel Martin Gallin remembered by Pamela Gallin Yablon, M.D., and Family

Sybil and Elliott Yerman; Barry Dubow remembered by Marcia G. Yerman

Nat Yerman, Samuel Rochlin, Clara Rochlin, Tina Yerman, Isadore Barotz, Bertha Feuerstein, Rose Barotz, Max Feuerstein, Sara Feuerstein, Joseph Feuerstein, Robert Rochlin remembered by Ann and Fredric Yerman
Joseph Young, Fay Young
remembered by Stephanie Michael Young

Murray and Toby Thaler, Ben and Ruth Younger
remembered by Jon and Carolyn Younger

Judith G. Youngwood, Ruth and Abraham Goldfarb, Lillian and Milton Youngwood, Patricia and Arthur Garson
remembered by Holly and Jonathan Kennard Youngwood

Francine Schechter, Harold J. Schechter, Pauline Sacks, Albert Zakin
remembered by Barbi and Kenneth Zakin

Sonya Belkin, Lubov Belkin, Isaac Karakhovsky, Grisha Gavlin
remembered by Helen, Inna and Nelli Zaltsman

Edythe Zaro, Sam D. Zaro, Jay L. Wallberg, Fredric S. Brandt, MD., Richard M. Glazer
remembered by Linda Zaro

Richard A. Zellner
remembered by Jessica Zellner and Jason Polevoy

Lev Zetlin and Eve Zetlin
remembered by Alexandra Zetlin, Dale Jones, David Zetlin-Jones and Ariel Zetlin-Jones

Herman Joseph Ziegler
remembered by Margot and Scott Ziegler

Beloved Mother and Grandmother Shirley Zoll, Beloved Father and Grandfather Leo Zoll
remembered by David, Lori, Jeremy and Allie Zoll

Adele Gordon, Philip Gordon, Robert Gordon, Yehuda Zucker, Martin Bolnick
remembered by Audrey Y. Zucker

Daniel Yowell, Gilberte Yowell, Melvin S. Zuckerman and Pearl J. Zuckerman
remembered by Richard M. Zuckerman and Linda Yowell

In loving memory of dear and devoted parents, Estelle and Sam Israel, Seymour Zuckerman; our cherished grandparents, Bertha and Louis Engelhardt, Sarah and David Israel, Hannah and Adolf Biener, Anna and Jacob Zuckerman; loving aunt, Natalie Zuckerman-Osterweil; loving uncle, Sol Evenson; loving aunt, Celia Evenson.
remembered by Shari and Jeffrey Zuckerman
In the rising of the sun and in its going down, we remember them.

In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

In the opening buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them.

In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them.

In the beginning of the year and when it ends, we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.

When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

When we have joys we yearn to share, we remember them.

So long as we live, they too shall live, for they are now part of us, as we remember them.
Remembered by the Congregation

With deep sorrow, we record the names of those who passed away October 9, 2019 – September 9, 2020 (10 Tishrei 5780 – 20 Elul 5780). Their names will be inscribed in our records and be recalled aloud on the Shabbat preceding the anniversary of death.

June Aaronson
Selig Alpern
Sandra Annex
Lee Appel
Natalie Appel
Arnold Aronson
Eileen Arroll
Judith Baron
William Baron
Susan Befeler
Sherry Beilinson
Judy Bell
Estelle Berliant
Dorothy Bernstein
Myra Bernstein
Jean Blechman
Robert Blum
Judith Bresler
James Burns
Maurice Carter
Joel Cartun
Linda Chalson
Herbert Chavkin
Barry Cohen
Richard Cohen
Dionne Cole
Gladys Cole
Herlindo Contreras
Florence Cooper
Cristopher Cravetz
Joseph Dash
Anne DeLue
Elinor Ross Diamond
Elizabeth Dranoff
Hariette Dule
Bernard Dunetz
Jill Edelson
Frances Eichner
Ricky Eisen
Edgar Eisner
Joseph Fallek
Carol Feinberg
David Fellner
Barry Fisher
Barry Fishman
Marcia Flanders
Muriel Rosenberg Fierman
Tim Flynt
Beverly Frank
Jay Galst
Andrew Ganz
Mel Ganz
Edward Gardner
Myrna Gelfman
John Geola
Selma Gilbert
Cynthia Gingold
Stanley Gingold
Sydelle Ginsberg
Suellen Globus
Arnold Goldblatt
Sidney Goldstein
Allan Goodman
Betty Goren
Bob Gorin
Joan Graham
Beverly Green
Dorothy Gruen
Hans Gunderson
Judith Haggerty
Morton Hamburg
Carole Hans
Albert Harmon
Isabella Heller
Sigmund Hoffman
Alexander Hun
Harriet Innerfield
Jonathan Jacob
Sookie Jacobs
Stanley Jaffe
Beverly Johnson
David Kanter
Geraldine Katz
Louisa Katz
Bonnie Kazam
Frida Krell
Phyllis Kleinman
Harry Kottler
Steve Kumble
Sheldon Marvin Lambert
Alexandra Langner
Edward Lavine
Alvin Lefkowitz
Jeanne Lentz
Bernice Levetown
Ruth Levine
Matilda Lipton
Suzanne Liss
Eric Loeb
Caryn Levy Magid
Herman Margules
Leonard Miller
Todd Miller
Joan Misher
Ivan Moradoff
Morten Morin
Linda Mueller
Faina Mukomol

continued on next page...
Edith Nathanson
Rosalyn Partman
Harold Pass
Sharon Peikin
Edmund Perwien
Hellen Pessin
David Pliskin
Peter Pressman
Edward Radding
Triveni Rao
Barbara Rattner
Serita Reichmann
Terri Rich
Fred Richman
Edward Roberts
Ralphine Rosa
Jerry Rosenblum
Maurice Rosenthal
Stuart Ross
Miriam Russ
Gladys Sadock
Harvey Sandler
Madeline Satnick
Howard Scherzer
Alan Schiffman
Myra Schloss
Herman Schwartzman
Lawrence Scuder
Diana Shapiro
Lucia Shapiro
Rhoda Shotkin
Arthur Siegel
James Silberman
Deborah Silver
George Sodowick
Farah Sofer
Rima Spielman
Bruce Stern
Gertrude Stern
Ronald Stone
Kimberly Arnoldi Strickland
Miles Stuchin
Stephen Sussman
Herb Terowsky
Erica Tishman
John Togut
Stewart Turner
Michael Wahl
Ronald Walter
Edward Weill
Michael Weinberger
Jason Weinger
Jillian Epstein White
Janet Winston
Ira Wolf
Peter Wolf
Jerry Wolkoff
Laura Wurst
Edythe Zaro
Alan Zimm
Barbara Zipkin
Perpetual Memorial Tablets have been dedicated in memory of:

Albert Abelson
Florence Abelson
Harry N. Abrams
Sherwin B. Abrams
Bernice Abramson
Dr. Daniel Abramson
Oscar Adler
Ruth H. Albert
Sigmund S. Albert
Daniel Marcus Alper
Howard R. Alper
Michael David Alper
Harry Alpert
Gary Amsterdam
Gabrielle Rich Aouad
Vera Ardai
Jay S. Ash
Louis Ash
Henrietta Ashkenazy
Sol Ashkenazy
Fredericke Auerbach
Simon Auerbach
Esther W. Balaban
Max O. Balaban
Hattie H. Ball
Nathan Ball
Ann Ballinger
Anna Ballon
Charles Ballon
Hilary Ballon
Bessie Barkin
Mabel Barkin
Milton Barkin
Samuel Barkin
I. Milton Barnet
Sadie E. Barnet
Dr. Harry Barowsky
David Baruchson
Jennie Baruchson
Albert Baumann
Bernard Baumann
C. Ludwig Baumann
Emil Baumann
Rebekah Baumann
Harold S. Baumgarten
Neil Kent Becker
Hazel Hart Beckerman
Shim Benioff
Irving Berger
Annie Bergman
Zerline Bergman
Enid Hope Berkal
Joseph Berl
Annette Berlin
Frank Berlin
Alexander Berliner
Valerie Berliner
Beatrice Bernheim
Jesse M. Bernheim
Annie Bernstein
Max Bernstein
Muriel Bernstein
Florence Selikowitz Berson
Dr. Harold E. Berson
Jack Birnbaum
Agnes Blatt
Sidney M. Blauner
Jacob S. Bleyer
Louis Block
Eva Blum
Helene Blum
Ida Blum
Max J. Blum
Sidney Blum
Solis Blum
Dr. Julius B. Boehm
Richard Boehm
Amalia Bondy
Charles Bondy
Henrietta Bondy
Solomon Bondy
August A. Boorstein
Pauline Fox Boorstein
David Braver
Evelyn Brod
Herbert E. Brod
Louis Brod
Rose Brod
Rose Broom
Samuel Broom
Aaron Brown
Max Brown
Ray Brown
Reine H. Brown
Seymour Brown
Elise Bruml
Leopold Bruml
Alma M. Bullowa
Emilie M. Bullowa
Ernest E.M. Bullowa
Ferdinand Ezra M. Bullowa
Grace A. M. Bullowa
Joseph Bullowa
Victor William Bunzl
Arnold Irwin Burns
Cy Caine
Minerva Caine
Edward Lee Campe
Jean Campe
Marilyn Gail Caplan
Arnold Chait
Doris J. Chait
Lee W. Coffey
Phyllis Coffey
Anne Murnick Cogan
David H. Cogan
Myer Harry Cogan
Ada Cohen
Barnett Cohen
Edgar Fabian Cohen
Gussie Cohen
Hazel Kuh Cohen
Joseph H. Cohen
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Louis Cohen
Rose B. Cohen
Sydney S. Cohen
Theresa Cohen
Irene H. Cohn
Leopold Cohn
Max L. Cohn
Sol L. Cohn
Blanche Cowen
Belle-Janet Croen
Leroy C. Curtis
Carolyn D. Davidson
Irene Davidson
Joseph J. Davidson
Carrie DeWald
Jacob DeWald
Elinor DeVore
Abraham Dichek
Leon Dichek
Maurice Dichek, M.D.
Minnie Dichek
Minnie E. Dornholz
Morris H. Dornholz
Charles Dubinsky
Goodman Edelstein
Perry I. Edelstein
Pauline B. Edelstein
Sara N. Egelson
Eliza Eisner
Henry Eisner
Max David Elghanayan
Nourollah Elghanayan
Victoria Elghanayan
Martin Engelhardt
Selma Engelhardt
Barbara Epstein
Fannie Epstein
Minnie Epstein
Muriel Wise Epstein
Lillian Erlanger
Sonia Essebag
David Faitelson
Eli Faitelson
Hattie Faitelson
Jonas Faitelson
Max Faitelson
Kenee B. Farber
Berenece D. Faroll
Joseph Faroll
Morris Feinmel
Rose Feinmel
Sidney Feinmel
Louise R. Fenster
Henriette Fibel
Jacob Fibel
E. Alvin Fidanque
Elaine Maduro Fidanque
Gladys T. Fidanque
I. Cecil Fidanque
Inez B. Fidanque
Morris B. Fidanque
Helen Kern Fierstein
Jacob Fierstein, M.D.
Bertha Fink
Edith Fink
Emil Fink
Herbert Fisher
Frances S. Fishmann
Sidney B. Fishmann
Arthur Fluegelman
Jennie Fluegelman
Milton Fluegelman
Nathan Fluegelman
Helen G. Frank
Robert M. Frank
Jacqueline Mond Freedman
Walter S. Freedman
Ann Friedman
Dr. Harry L. Friedman
Herbert Friedman
Jacob Friedman
Leopold Friedman
Ruth Friedman
Mort Fuhrmann
Lawrence Fultonberg
Benjamin Gabrilove
Hilda W. Gabrilove
J. Lester Gabrilove
Pauline Gabrilove
Dr. Emanuel Gahan
Rose Seltzer Gahan
Fannie Galpern
Myer Galpern
Edith C. Weiss Gell
Jeffrey S. Genel
Michael Walter Gerstel
Alfred Geronemus
Terry Geronemus
Lester M. Gips
Henrietta Glick
Joseph M. Godman
Josephine Goldberg
Dr. Robert Goldberg
Shirley Goldberg
Annette Goldeich
Morris Goldeich
Isaia Goldenthal
Abraham Goldfarb
Ruth Goldfarb
Gertrude G. Goldsmith
Meyer E. Goldsmith
Harriet B.L. Goldstein
Hope Perry Goldstein
Jonah J. Goldstein
Leonard N. Goldstein
Selma Goldstein
Daisy Goldstone
Emily Goldwasser
Edna Goodman
Seymour A. Goodman
Emmy Gordon
Linda Joel Gordon
Martha Gordon
William Gordon
Dorris Gottlieb
Hortense S. Grant
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S. Saul Grant
Marjorie G. Grasheim
Roland I. Grausman, M.D.
Irving Greenberg
Pearl Greenberg
Alma Keller Greenebaum
David Greenfeld
Harry Jay Greenwald
Tillie Greenwald
Linda R. Greer
George Gregory
Beatrice R. Gross
Rev. Theodore Guinsburg
Evelyn S. Gunning
Fannie Gurevitz
Samuel Gurevitz
Dr. Allan A. Gutstein
Scott Hagendorf
Sylvia Hagendorf
Bernard Hamburger
Samuel B. Hamburger
Florence Hanauer
Ludwig Hanauer
Heyman Harris
Leonore P. Harris
Mortimer I. Harris
Daniel Harrison
Ethel Harrison
Isaac Hartman
Kate Hartman
Robert H. Hartman
Ruth H. Hartman
Samuel Hausman
Vera Hausman
Herman Heinemann
Arthur Helhor
Bessie Heller
Lydia C. Heller
Mary Heller
Rita Gutman Hendrickson
Jesse H. Herman
Lenora B. Herman
Fanny Herrman
John Moritz Herrman
Robert Herrmann
Rosa Herschman
Harry Hershon
Elsa W. Hertzberg
Melvin C. Hertzberg
Anna Herzig
Simon Herzig
Josephine Hirsh
Simon Hirsh
Isaac Hoechster
Harold H. Hoffman
Lester Hofheimer
Benjamin M. Holzman
Emmie K. Holzman
Julius S. Holzwasser
Regina Holzwasser
Cyrena Horowitz
Irwin Horowitz
Rev. Dr. Adolph Huebsch
Deanne Indursky
Ben Ingber
Rose Ingber
Dr. Edward Jacobs
Benjamin Kadin
Ruth Kadin
Charles Kafka
Lena C. Kafka
Margaret Kohut Kahn
Abraham Kalisky
Abraham “Breemie” Kaminsky
Nathan Kann
Joshua Kantrowitz
Jacob Kaplan
Louis Kaplan
Mabel Kaplan
Mildred Kaplan
Benjamin Katz
Jean Katz
Sarah Taube Katz
Charles Katzenberg
Mayer Katzenberg
Yette Katzenberg
Edmund L. Kaufman
Harry Kaufman
Lillian S. Kaufman
Lena Kemp
Ivan Kempner, M.D.
Paul D. Khan
Helen Kops Klauber
Huldah Klauber
Samuel Klauber
Abraham Klein
D. Emil Klein
Dorothy B. Klein
Jack A. Klein
Lawrence E. Klein
Leon Klein
Louis Klein
Mabel M. Klein
Rose G. Klein
Saidee Klein
Samuel Kleiner
Bertha H. Klingenstein
Perry Klingenstein
Pauline Koe
Samson Koe
Emil Koehler
Martha Koehler
Eva Kohn
Hildegard Kohner
Joseph Kohner
Marcus Kohner
Rev. Dr. Alexander Kohut
Rebekah Kohut
Thomas O. Kolb
Adolph Kops
Daniel Kops
Martha Kops
Walter E. Kops
George Jay Kotick
June D. Kowaloff
Julia Kraus
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henrietta Krauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Kreiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Kreiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Kriender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Kriczman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Kriczman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter A. Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Fischl Krum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel S. Krum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrice Saltser Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Kurash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha Kuttner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Kuttner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott L. Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August V. Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelle Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois R. Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woolf W. Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Lamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold B. Landau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel R. Landau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip S. Lasdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley D. Lasdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fannie Lederer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Lederer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Leerbürger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Leerbürger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Leerbürger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Leffler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Louise Levbarg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison S. Levbarg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Levi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert M. Levi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Levitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Z. Levitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy W. Levitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron J. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard M. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Fidanque Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene N. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances S. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottie S. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin H. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques M. Lewis, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertraum Lichtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilla Lipkind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Lipkind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Lipkind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Lippmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith K. Lissauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer Locker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilda N. Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred L. Loebenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus Loebl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Loewenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Loewenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Irwin Lubowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Lubowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth K. Lubowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen F. Lubowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Balon Lucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Chester Lucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Lukach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian M. Lustbader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris S. (Bud) Lustbader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Lustgarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore S. Lynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Magnus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Malamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen T. Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton W. Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris D. Manheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moe Manheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederic Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray S. Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ira E. Markman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fay R. Marko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry M. Marko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emil Markus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella L. Marx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard J. Marx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Kahn Marx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Wise May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cora Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethel S. Mehlman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob J. Melniker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian H. Melniker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Mendelsohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrdye Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gussie Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max L. Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Michelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnie Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Peter Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Dr. Isaac S. Moses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillie A. Moses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Moskowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Harold Murnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanya Muskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Muskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adeline Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris A. Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Fantl Nathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Burnstine Nathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Nathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyman H. Nathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max D. Neuburger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam Cohen Niremberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Niremberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennie Nussbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth N. Oliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Oppenheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August Oppenheimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Perpetual Memorial Tablets, continued

Evelyn Oppenheimer  Dorothy Ross  Rosa Fry Scheuer
Kurt Oppenheimer  Harry J. Roth  Harold L. Schiff
Paula Oppenheimer  Herbert Roth  Joseph Schindler
Simon Oppenheimer  Irene Roth  Howard P. Schlesinger
Amelia Osterweis  Selma B. Ruben  Berta W. Schlessinger
Florence B. Osterweis  Benjamin Rubinstein  Joseph Schlessinger
Henry Osterweis  Herman Rubinstein  Andrew Howard Schneider
Louis W. Osterweis  Irene Rubinstein  Hannah H. Schneider
Abraham Ostroy  Sara Rubinstein  Helen Schneider
Eva Ostroy  Lew Rudin  Irving Schneider
Henry Oxenberg  Lewis Rudin  May Schneider
Sylvia Marshak Oxenberg  Rose Rugoff  Raymond H. Schneider
Henrietta Pascher  Gustave M. Rundbaken  Samuel Schneider
Joseph Pascher  Sarah G. Rundbaken  William J. Schneider
Casa Paskus  Samuel Sabin  David Schoeman
Jacob Paskus  Joseph S. Safian  Rose Schrader
Fred A. Pechter  Sara Salkin  Bernard Schwartz
Herman Pecker  Michael I. Saltzman  Cecilia Schwartz
Lillie Pecker  Sandra Gabrilove Saltzman  Charles Schwartz
Alfred E. Perlman  Henry H. Salzberg  David Louis Schwartz
Peggy Pickus  Rose Salzberg  Eva Schwartz
Harry Polevoy  Saul Salzberg  Irving Schwartz
Pauline Polevoy  Milton Sam  Samuel Schwartz
Joseph Pollack  Sallie C. Sam  Benjamin W. Schwartzberg
Marie Pollack  Adelaide R. Samson  Miriam Schwartzberg
Isidor A. Popper  Feist Samuels  Herbert Schwartz
Paula Popper  Lehman Samuels  Margaret Schwarz
Abraham Porges  Henry San  Max Schwarz
Barney Pressman  Stacey Leigh Sanders  Philipin Schwarz
Bertha Pressman  Charles P. Sanger  Marilyn Schwartzman
Arthur Prince  Stella Sanger  Minna Seligson
Elka M. Prince  Jed David Satow  Leon J. Shapiro
Alexander D. Richardson  Joseph Satow  Jessie Weil Sherman
Moses Richman  Sarah Satow  Ruth Milk Shuman
Helen Stern Rittenberg  Stella H. Sauer  Dr. Irwin J. Siebert
Lillie L. Rittenberg  Harold David Slifky Saunders  Margaret Siebert
Louis Rittenberg  Janet Brody Saunders  Ann Fay Siegel
William C. Rittenberg  Max L. Schallek  Benjamin Siegel
Lester D. Robbins  Anna H. Schanzer  Charles Siegel
Ignatz Rosenzweig  Siegfried Schanzer  Mathilda Siegel
Rosa Rosenzweig  Aaron Scheuer  Abraham Simm
Max Rosett  Meta Scheuer  Rosa Simm

continued on next page...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Simm</td>
<td>Beatrice S. Stern</td>
<td>Gertrude Kessler Urken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belin Simon</td>
<td>Carolyn H. Stern</td>
<td>Jerome A. Urken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Simon</td>
<td>Edward Stern</td>
<td>Bertram Veit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lore Simon</td>
<td>Hannah Stern</td>
<td>David M. Vogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Canter Singer</td>
<td>Harriet E. Stern</td>
<td>Julius Vogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Sirota</td>
<td>Isaac Stern</td>
<td>Rose J. Vogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennie Sirota</td>
<td>Jerome L. Stern</td>
<td>Shirley K. Vogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lester H. Sisskin</td>
<td>Sara B. Stern</td>
<td>Leonard Wachsberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeannette M. Skluth</td>
<td>Elizabeth Baumann Sternberg</td>
<td>Jacob Wallach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Meyer Skluth</td>
<td>Max Stiner</td>
<td>Molly Wecker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Slonim</td>
<td>Milton M. Stiner</td>
<td>Seymour Wecker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Slonim</td>
<td>J. Jacques Stone</td>
<td>Alfred Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Slosberg</td>
<td>Janet I. Stone</td>
<td>Estelle Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Slosberg</td>
<td>Bernard H. Stuchin</td>
<td>Isaac Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Smith</td>
<td>Rosa Sulzberger</td>
<td>Lillian Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Smith</td>
<td>Gedelle Suval</td>
<td>M. William Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Smith</td>
<td>Ira Suval</td>
<td>Marion Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodora A. Smith</td>
<td>Philip Suval</td>
<td>Richard S. Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah B. Solomon</td>
<td>Rachel Suval</td>
<td>Ricka Weil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermine L. Solomon</td>
<td>Bernice G. Tally</td>
<td>Judith S. Weinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin L. Solomon</td>
<td>Charles H. Tally</td>
<td>Lester C. Weinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca B. Solomon</td>
<td>Charlotte Weber Tarnopol</td>
<td>Louis Weiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Solomon</td>
<td>Michael L. Tarnopol</td>
<td>Rev. Isadore H. Weinstock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Sommers</td>
<td>David S. Taub</td>
<td>Ann Weisberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadye Sommers</td>
<td>Gerald Tauchner</td>
<td>Louis Weisberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nader Soomekh</td>
<td>Beverly Thaler</td>
<td>Alexander Weisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moe “Coach” Spahn</td>
<td>Sheldon Thaler</td>
<td>Jeanette Weisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Spahn</td>
<td>Adolph Theimer</td>
<td>Joseph Weisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augusta S. Spector</td>
<td>Regina Theimer</td>
<td>Leo Weisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel J. Spector</td>
<td>Abraham E. Toepfer</td>
<td>Pauline Weisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Spiegel</td>
<td>Ethel G. Troper</td>
<td>Judith Ann Weiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Spiegel</td>
<td>Brig. General Morris C. Troper</td>
<td>Albert Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron D. Spielman, M.D.</td>
<td>Murray H. Troper</td>
<td>Carrie P. Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatz Stein</td>
<td>Minnie Ulanoff</td>
<td>Henry Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Steinberg</td>
<td>Sam Ulanoff</td>
<td>Ida Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Steindler</td>
<td>Anna B. Ullman</td>
<td>Lillie Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Steiner</td>
<td>Beatrice Ullman</td>
<td>Morris Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Wolf Steinhardt</td>
<td>Isadore L. Ullman</td>
<td>Rosalind Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Steinhardt</td>
<td>Leo Ullman</td>
<td>Samuel L. Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Steinhardt</td>
<td>Florence S. Ulmer</td>
<td>Rev. Samuel Welsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis Steinhardt</td>
<td>Ben Untracht</td>
<td>Lewis Wessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois Quinto Steinhardt</td>
<td>Rose Untracht</td>
<td>Hettie Robitscher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Westhome
Charles Wiener
Marlene Wilks
David Wise
Helen Wise
Helen Rosenfeld Wise
Rev. Dr. Jonah B. Wise
Mildred Wise
Joseph Woelfler
Elinor Jane Wohl
Diane R. Wolf
Judith G. Youngwood
Harry Zickerman
Morris Zimmerman
Mt. Neboh Congregants
remembered by Central Synagogue

Frederica M. Adler
Morton L. Adler
Aaron Alpert
Murray Altman
Alexander S. Asch
Dorothy Barowsky
Philip Barr
Rebecca Barr
Max Baumann
Regina Baumann
Emanuel Baumgart
Hyman Berman
Sadie Berman
Abraham Bernstein
Charles Bernstein
Fannie Bernstein
Philip Bernstein
Jerome G. Bing
Lloyd B. Bing
Benjamin Birkenfeld
Fannie Birkenfeld
Sam Bistritsky
Gustave Bloch
Sarah Bloch
Morie Bloom
Claire B. Braun
Milton Braun
Morris H. Braun
Ruth Braun
Toni Braun
Gussie Brill
Louis Brill
Madeline H. Brody
Edward Burken
Alfons Brym
Rosa Brym
Ceil Burken Frank
Harry Burken
Nathan Burken
Ray Burken
Daniel Bush
Louis L. Bush
Ricka Bush
Henry Buttenheim
Dora Cohen
Eli Cohen
Frank Cohen
Leah Cohen
Lester Cohen
Millie C. Cohen
Samuel Cohen
David Cohn
Dora Cohn
Hannah Cohn
Harvey C. Cohn
Lena Cohn
Samuel Cohn
Jennie Coleman
Morris Coleman
David L. Colton
Walter S. Cooper
Mary I. Copeland
Samuel Copeland
Moe Corn
Philip Corn
Rosaline Corn
Arthur Cutler
Bella K. De Leon
Julia Dorfman
David Dringer
Goldie B. Dringer
Charles Eigen
Yetta Eigen
Henry W. Elias
Jack Ellerstein
Libby Ettenson
Moses Ettenson
Malvina Farkas
Jack P. Felton
Bertha Fink
Joseph Fink
Louis Fishkin
Blanche Flamm
Elizabeth J. Flamm
Louis Flamm
Sidney Flamm
Rose Fluger
Alfred Frank
Rev. Isidore Frank
Miriam K. Frank
Lester H. Frankenstein
Sieghard Friedsam
Blanche Gadd
Billy Garretson
Rae Garretson
Rebecca Garretson
Rose Garretson
William Garretson
William Gintell
Katherine S. Gladstone
Philip N. Gladstone
Lillian Gluck
William Gluck
Hilda Goldberg
Dr. M. L. Goldberg
Sarah Goldberg
David E. Goldfarb
Alexander J. Goldsand
Murray Goldsand
Rosalie Goldsand
Rudolph S. Goldsand
Elizabeth Goldstein
Louis Goldstein
Leona C. Goperstein
Evelyn D. Gordon
George Gordon
Harry Gordon
Julius Gordon
Rose Gordon
Edith Govendo
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Anna G. Greenberg
Harris J. Griston
Betty Gross
Fred Gross
Mae Gross
Moses Gross
Tessie D. Gross
Max Hamlisch
Lally H. Henline
Harold B. Hermelee
Joseph Hermelee
Laura Herschberger
Milton H. Herschberger
Carolyn R. Hirschfield
Edward Hirschfield
Arthur E. Hoffman
Harold H. Hoffman, Jr.
Adolph Hollander
Jacob Horn
Marvin Howard
Benjamin F. Isaacs
Caroline Isaacs
Tillie G. Isaacs
Henry A. Jacobs
Jeanne S. Jacobs
Sophie G. Jacobs
Tillie Jacobs
Alexander Juskowitz
Gertrude Kamrass
Ernest Katz
Lillian Kaufman
Mark Kay
Rose Kay
Morris M. Keller
Lizzie C. Kennedy
Abraham J. Kenner
Elizabeth Kenner
Louis Kirsh
Anita Klausner
Arthur Klausner
Benjamin Klawans
Mary Klawans
Blanche Klein
Ida Klein
Sol Klein
Leonie Koenig
Arthur Kram
Edna Kram
Jack Kriendler
Jacob Krim
Rose Landsman
Rose Lasky
Murray Le Boss
Benjamin Leavin
Juliet Leavin
Moe Lehrer
Daisy G. Levey
Mathilda Levine
Samuel Levine
Lydia L. Levy
Leo Lichtenstein
Aaron Linde
Dora Linde
Eleanor Lipton
Jack B. Lipton
Rachel Loeb
Alvin Love
Jennie Love
Samuel Love
Billie M. Lyons
Dr. Samuel M. Lyons
Jerome A. Mannheimer
Henrietta Marcus
Mary F. Marx
Sadie Matzke
Samuel D. Matzke
Samuel Mautner
Alfred Mernit
Julius Metzger
Ione Metzler
Morton J. Metzler
Jackson Meyer
Anna P. Meyers
Herman Meyers
Henry Michelson
Lillian Michelson
Minerva Michelson
Judith Morley
Mary Moskowitz
Nathan Moskowitz
Lillie Myer
Sam Myer
Elias Myers
Gussie Myers
Laura Newcorn
Bernard Nichthauser
Rosalie North
Amalie November
Dorothy G. November
Norman November
Samuel November
Vivian B. Nydick
Perry L. Perlman
Jack Presman
Rae Rapoport
Dora Rich
Nathan J. Richman
Harold Rodner
Ida Rosenberg
Isidore Rosenblatt
Jerry Ross
Dewitt C. Rossett
Anna Rotberg
Philip Rotberg
Minnie Rothenberg
Rose Rudin
Julius E. Saltzman
Hannah Sam
William Sam
Rosanne Sampson
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| Herman Scheidlinger          | Edwin I. Spector          |
| I. H. Scheyer               | Ida Stern                |
| Abraham Schiff              | Moses Stern              |
| Edwin F. Schiff             | Lt. Allen R. Strauss     |
| Pearl Schiff                | Daniel Strauss           |
| David Schimmel             | John B. Strauss          |
| Frieda Schimmel            | Louis Strauss            |
| Moe Schimmel               | David Strulson           |
| Rebecca Schimmel           | Isidore Strulson         |
| Samuel Schimmel             | Moe Alan Strulson        |
| Max Schneer                | Pauline Strulson         |
| Nathan Schulman            | Rae Strumwasser          |
| Henry Schwartz             | Louis Taub               |
| Julius M. Schwartz         | Alexander Tausky         |
| Milton H. Schwartz         | Hinda Tausky            |
| Moses L. Schwartz          | Rabbi B. A. Tintner      |
| Rabbi Samuel M. Segal      | Louis Tonick             |
| Flora B. Selkowitz         | Marie Uhlfelder          |
| Harry Selkowitz            | Richard Uhlfelder        |
| Lillian N. Shaw            | Tillie Van Kan          |
| Harry Shiffman             | Benjamin H. Weber        |
| Beatrice K. Sideman        | Hulda Weber              |
| Carl Siegel                | Morris Weber             |
| Ernest L. Singer           | Estelle G. Weinberg      |
| Lee H. Singer              | Leo Wertheimer           |
| Nathaniel H. Singer        | Harry Wiener             |
| Ronald Singer              | Ray Wittenberg           |
| Ruth Sisselman             | Max E. Wolff             |
| Milton Snedeker            | Annie R. Wolfe           |
| Sadie Snedeker             | Beatrice Zimmers         |
| Pauline Spanierman         | Adolph Zimmerspitz       |
| Samuel Spanierman          | Rebecca Zimmerspitz      |
| Claudina L. Spector        |                           |

Mt. Neboh Congregants, continued
Yizkor

May God remember forever my dear ones . . . who have gone to their eternal rest. May they be at one with the One who is life eternal. May the beauty of their lives shine forevermore, and may my life always bring honor to their memory.

Psalm 23

Eternal God, You are my shepherd, I shall not want. You make me lie down in green pastures. You lead me beside still waters. You restore my soul. You lead me in right paths for the sake of and Your name. Even when I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I shall fear no evil, for You are with me; with rod and staff You comfort me. and You have set a table before me in the presence of my enemies; You have anointed my head with oil, my cup overflows. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the Eternal God for ever.
MEMORIAL PRAYER


O God, full of compassion, Eternal Spirit of the universe, grant perfect rest under the wings of Your Presence to our loved ones who have entered eternity. Merciful God, let them find refuge forever in the shadow of Your wings, and let their souls be bound up in the bond of eternal life. The Eternal God is their inheritance. May they rest in peace, and let us say: Amen.

YMOURNER’S KADDISH

Yitgadal v’yitkadosh sh’mei rabah b’alma di v’ra chirutei, v’yamlich malchutei b’chayeichon uv’yomeichon, uv’chayei d’chol Beit Yisrael, ba’agala u’vizman kariv, v’imru: Amen.

V’hei shmei raba m’varach l’alam ul’almei almaya.

Yit’barach v’yish’tabach v’yit’pa’ar v’yit’romam v’yit’nasei, v’yit’hadar v’yit’haleh v’yit’halal shmei d’kud’shah, b’rich Hu, l’eila min kol birchata v’shirta, tush’chat v’nechemata, da’amiran b’alma, v’imru: Amen.
We sanctify Your name on earth, as we pray for the coming of Your dominion, in our own day, our own lives, and the life of all Israel. Let Your great name be blessed forever and ever. Let Your name be exalted and honored, though You are beyond all the praises we can utter, all the songs we can ever sing. O Maker of heaven and earth, Divine Parent of all beings, accept the prayers and supplications of Your people Israel.

For us, for all Israel, for all men and women, may the blessing of peace and the promise of life come true. As You make peace on high, so let peace descend on us, on all Israel, and all the world.

Let the glory of God be extolled, let God’s great name be hallowed in the world whose creation God willed. May God’s dominion soon prevail, in our own day, our own lives, and the life of all Israel, and let us say: Amen. Let God’s great name be blessed forever and ever. Let the name of the Holy One of blessing be glorified, exalted, and honored, though God is beyond all the praises, songs, and adorations that we can utter, and let us say: Amen.

For us and for all Israel, may the blessing of peace and the promise of life come true, and let us say: Amen.

May the One who causes peace to reign in the high heavens, let peace descend on us, on all Israel, and all the world, and let us say: Amen.

May the Source of peace send peace to all who mourn, and comfort all who are bereaved. Amen.
Excerpts from the Yizkor Memorial Service are reprinted with the permission of the Central Conference of American Rabbis from its Gates of Repentance, New Union Prayer Book and Union Prayer Book II.

Central Synagogue strives to be a place of comfort for its members in times of illness and death. Those who would like more information about purchasing graves in Central Synagogue’s beautiful section of Rose Hills Memorial Cemetery in Putnam Valley, New York, are encouraged to contact our membership department at 212.508.3009 or email: membership@censyn.org